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DiKOGRAPHIC CHANGES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON DEVELOPMENT 
Population growth in. the decade 19*K)-1950 

According to the preliminary resulte of the seventh General Census of 
Population, taken in June 1950, the population of Mexico had risen to 25-6 million, 
i.e. an increase of 30 per cent over 19^0, The absolute increase of population is 
less important than the changes in occupational and geographical distribution which 
occurred during the period and which are an indication of the remarkable vitality 
of the Mexican economy* in recent years. Although the changes in occupational 
distribution cannot be determined accurately on the basis of the data at present 
available the principal changes in spatial distribution can be established. 

The geographical changes that have occurred accentuate the secular trend 
to the displacement of population towards. Mexico City and the northern border. 
In the first half of the twentieth century this displacement has reached very 
considerable proportions which are indicative of the magnitude of the agricultural 
and industrial transformation of the Mexican econongr which has already Tfrjen 
achieved.' 

According to research carried put by the Commission the four principal 
areas of demographic pressure -- the central region (with the exception of the 
seven largest cities ), the State of Oaxaca, the States of Yucatan and Campeche 
and the Southern territory of Lower California — accounted for 61.0 per cent of 
the total population of Mexico in 1900 but had fallen to kj.k per cent in 195°. 
In contrast, the three main areas of demographic, attraction — the northern border 
areas, the seven largest cities (including Mexico City) in Central Mexico and the 
Territory of Quintana Roo -- which, accounted for only 17.0 per cent of the total . 
population in 1900 had risen to 3O.5 per cent in 1950. The absolute figures are 
equally significant; in a fifty-year period, while the four emigration areas 
increased from 8.3 to 11.6 million, the areas of demographic attraction rose from 
2.3 to 7."8 million. During the same period the remainder of the countzy doubled 
its population, rising from 3..;0 to 6.1 million,, although the relative importance, 
22.0 per cent in Í9OO and 24.1 per cent in 195-0;, remained approximately the same. 

This displacement reflects both absorption of the rural population by 
industry and services and a transfer within agriculture itself from regions where 
the traditional econouy prevails towards the new irrigated areas, situated for the 
most part in the north of the country. 

/The changes 
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The changes in occupational distribution, .which during the 50 year period-
were less spectacular than the geographical readjustment, have been greatly 
accelerated in the last 10 years. On the basis of the population growth of the 
three main urban centres and assuming that the non-agricultural population else-
where in the country has increased at half this rate and that the proportion of 
employed to total population has not changed in the last 10 years, it can be 
estimated that the number of persons employed in agriculture is now only. 55 to 60 
per cent of the total population (65 per cent in 1940) and that the number of 
persone engaged in secondary and tertiary activities is already 40 to 45 per cent 
(35 cent in 1940). In absolute terms this means that 4.2 to 4.5 million 
persons are now engaged in agriculture, as against 3*8 million in 1940, arid that 
3.1 to 3.4 million are engaged in other activities, in comparison with 2.4 million 
ten years ago. 
Migration afrrpad in the period 1947-1950 

In addition to the process of internal redistribution, the emigration of 
workers from Mexico to the United States has continued. This phenomenon is due to 
the same causes as the internal readjustment; this is borne out by the fact that 
the majority of the emigrants, seasonal and permanent, come from the centre, which 
was described in the previous section as the main emigration area. 

The movement of workers to the United States averaged more than 100,000. 
persons annually in 1944 and 1945 as a result of the shortage of labour in the 
United States during the war. From 1947 to 1949 the number of workers reached a 
peak of only 72,800 in I947 and rapidly fell to 24,300 in 1948 and a minimum of 
20,700 in 1949. This was due primarily to the partial unemployment experienced in 
the United States in those years and secondarily to the restrictions imposed by 
the Mexican Government to prevent workers from going to districts where there is 
racial discrimination against Mexicans. From August 1949 to August 195°, as a 
result of military preparations in the United States, emigration again rose and 

¿> 

reached a peak of 129,000 exceeding the average for the war years. 
In addition to the emigration, recorded in official statistics, tho flow 

of illegal emigrants or wetbacks has continued. This "type of emigration is 
estimated to have, more or less equalled, and in 1948 and 1949 to have exceeded, 
legal emigration. 

/The significance 
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The significance of occupational mobility in the development of Mexico 
An attempt Jwill now be made to analyze the significance of the popula-

% 

tion-movements described above in the recent economic; development of Mexico. 
Mention shoUld first be made .of the causes of mobility, including .and 

vertical mobility -- from less to moré remunerative' occupations/within each occu-
pation from lowei4 to higher positions and horizontal.mobility from low to 
higher income areas. The principal factor is the inequality in the distribution 
of income which is attributable.partly to the social structure of the country but 
is-due principally to the difference of productivity between the traditional 
economy of the rural areas and the modern econoiry of the towns, A second factor 
is the proximity of the United States and the resulting ease of access to techni-
cal progress.and higher standards of living for large numbers of the population. 
Finally/ the development, of communications facilitates geographical mobility both 
in the interior of the country and towards the northern border. 

The demographic mobility resulting from these factors has various effect:, 
. together with inflation, 

In the first place,/it contributes to the lowering.of real wages in all occupa-
tions, as can be seen from the following figures; from 1939 to 19^7, real wages 
in industry fell 27 per cent, and only in 1948 and 19̂ 9 was some of the lost 
ground regained, with the recovezy in 19̂ 9 of 5 per cent over the 19^7 level 0 At 
the present time the level is again falling® It should, however, be .noted that 

l/ 
the average real wage of the working population has increased,-'because of the 
shift from less to more remunerative occupations and of promotion to higher 
positions in each occupation. 

1 / The following example shows how it is possible for an increase in the weighted 
average real wage in all occupations to occur even if the average for each 
occupation declines. Assuming that there are only two occupational groups, 
agriculture and industry, that the average wage in industry is 8.5 times 
higher than the average wage in agriculture and that in the base year agricul-, 
ture absorbs 65 per cent of the employed population and indus'bxy 35 per cent, 
the situation in the base year will be as follows: 

Year A (base) 
Occupational group Percentage of total employment Rate of wa^es Real Wages 

(apriculture«lOO) 
Agriculture 65 
Industry 
Totals and averages 100 

fit should 

100 
OSO 
363 

100 
100 
100 
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Tt should also.be.noted that excessive mobility of labour tends to.create 
seasonal or regional shortages in some of the leus well-paid occupations.more 
eubjectjfor geographical or other reasons, to occupational transfers. This occurs 
in the case.of farm labourers in some border areas, women engaged in domestic work 
and-also, at a different level, technicians employed by the 
Excessive mobility also tends to.reduce efficiency because of the/re-adaption of 
workers tp new employment or to group work. There is also wastage of productive 
resources in the form of excessive transport and installation costs, working days 
lost on this=account etc. There may also be physical losses of production, as in 

Footnote continued the 
Assuming that after a certain period/occupational distribution of the population 
has changed, so that only 55 per cent is engaged in agriculture, and that real 
, wages in agriculture have fallen 5 per cent and real wages in industry 15 per 
cent, the situation will be as follows: 

Year B 
Occupational group Percentage of 

total employment 
Rate of wages 
(agriculture in 
base year slOO) 

Real Wages 

Agriculture 
Industry 
Totals and averages 

55 

100 

95 

m 

381 

95 

105 

It can be seen that in this arbitrary example the average real wage in all 
occupational groups has increased by five per cent notwithstanding the 
decline of five and fifteen per cent in each group considered separately. 
The figures used in the' éx̂ íáple roughly reflect the changes in the occupational 
distribution of the Mexican population in the last ten years and the differences 
of productivity between agriculture and the rest of the econoiqy. The declines 
in real wages are, however, fictitious since the real declines cannot be 
accurately determined owing to a lack of data for proper weighting. 

/the casé 
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the case of «row vhlcb cannot T>e- harvested for lack of íaíbour. -
The proximity and ease of access to the Ifcdted States afford large 

numbers of the Mexican people an opportunity to learn new, although still rudi-
mentary, techniques and new ways of life. Many of the techniques learned abroad 
cannot be applied in Mexico owing to the peculiarities-^ the geographical environ-
ment, the insufficient development of other stages of the productive process of 
which they form part and̂  more especially, the lack of capital* The process of 
reaSaptation to their olct'employuent an^ even more, to former confcüarption habits /Of immigrants 
xs. such that large numbers/of ruraX origin do not returtf to underemployment in 
agriculture but join the urban labour force. Whether this group is absorbed by 
industry and services or Joins the ranks of the urban underemployed depends upon 
the rate of capital formation. In addition, to prevent a decline in the standard 
of living in the areas of demographic attraction the rate of capital formation 
must be maintained at a level higher than that of the growth in population, the 
magnitude of which was indicated in the first section of this chapter. 

It is not surprising therefore that some Mexican economists have 
attributê , the inflationary character of recent economic development in Mexico 
mainly to the need for increasing the rate of capital formation above the rate 
. of population increase and to the fact that domestic savings and the flow of 
foreign capital are not sufficient to achieve this objective» Inflation, in turn, 
has intensified occupational mobility to such ah extent that the loss of productive 
effort and the formation of Wttleneok^^re 
of inflationary developaent. 

/TRENDSOF 
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TRENDS OF NATIONAL AND PRODUCTION INCOME 
National Income . 

The national income at factor qost was 22,800,000 pesos in; 1948, 
25,600,000 pesos in 1949 and,̂ bout 30,000,000 pesos,..in 1950 .(^reW^inary estimate) 
This increase only to. a v^y -slight extent. /the.i(result of.,c^ency expansion 
and for the .moŝ  piart reflects the .increase in real income . If...the figures giyen 
,§re adjusted to sllow .for the rise in prices, the increase in real income was 
2.4 per cent in,1948,. 2.4 per cent in 1949 and 6.8 per cent in 1950*. The per 
capita income at current places rose from 945 pesos in 1948, to 1,194.pesos in 1950 
This means that the average rate of increase in real terms-was 2 percent in the 
period 1948-1950. In 1950. the real jer capita income yes 23 per cent higher than 
in 1939.. ' . . 

. , It.is.difficult to,eatinóte the .changes in the distribution of the 
national ,ipcome during the-.period under, review. The relative share of labour has 
probably. remaiipê rjstatione:3:y in view, of the easing of inflationary pressure during 
these year.s.. £s. regard?, the distribution of income by activities, it i6 likely . 
that indust̂ '̂ .ŝ aar̂  has, su^s^ntially increased as the average rate of increase 
of industrial * product ion is almost twice the increase in real income; further, 
the. rise ip. industrial prices, has been relatively greater thap. .the general index, 

, , JJq estimate, of. the.gros.gi. national product, is as. yet, available in Mexico. 
The greatest difficulty is the, J,ack of*reliable data regarding the volume and 
value of the - output of gocds -nd services,, ae will,be shown i.p greater. 
detail when the. trends of agricultural and industrial production are- analyzed. 
In Mexico the mo&ey income of the various factors of production can apparently be 
more easily determined than its equivalent in terms of goods and services. It 
is also impossible to estimate the gross national product on the basis of income 
at factor cost in the absence of an even approximate idea of the annual 
depreciation of productive equipment due to the lack of figures regarding the 

1 
depi-eciation changes;of industrial undertakings and the fact that the value of the 
capital goods existing in Mexico is not known. 

/it is also 
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It is also difficult to estimate Mexico's total gross annual investment. 
The Department of Financial Studies of the Nacional Financiera has prepared a 
statistical series on thé value of gross investment. The figures may be underesti-
mated as they do not include payments to labour on account of the installation and 
placing In operation of imported capital goods. On the other hand, some 
duplication may result from the Inclusion of some imports of capital goods under 
th© heading of construction. Net investment cannot be ascertained since, as 
already noted, the amount chargeable to annual depreciation of existing equipment 
le not known. It may, however, be said with a fair degree of certainty that net 
investment bears a high proportion to the total since the volume of new 
investment is large in relation to existing productive equipment* On the other 
hand, the effects of the very rapid depreciation of many Imported goods such 
as trucks, road-building machinery and the like, which in Mexico are subjected 
to very hard use, must be taken into account. , It is estimated, for example, 
that a truck used for the transport of construction material in public works 
schemes lasts only a year and a half. 

Subject to these reservations, it may be said that total gross 
investment was 3>300 million pesos in 1$&8, or Ik per cent of the national income. 
The distribution of total investment by activJt-es is not accurately known. It 
can be said, however, that public investments represented 30 P®r cent of the 
total gross investment in 19^8. Ptibllc investments in 19^9 were 675 per cent 
of 1939» In comparison real investment in industry in 19̂ 9 was twice the level of 
1939. In the case of industrial investment, it is estimated that approximately 
20 per cexjt was used for the construction of factories to turn out goods not 
previously produced in Mexico, 2k per cent for the construction of plants for 
the manufacture of goods already being made in the country and 56 per cent for 
the expansion of existing factories. 

Mexico is still in a stage of development in which a very high 
proportion -- perhaps more than half -- of annual investments is.applied to the 
construction, expansion and repair of its transport and electric power systems, 
which are prerequisites of ind urta*ial-development a ^ 
agriculture. 

/The high 
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The high level of investment, w^s the determining factor in the rapid 
expansion of tho national income described above,both fr0m the point of view 
of the real laureases in production, apd more especially of the money payments 
accruing to the factors of production and the changes in-their share in total 
income. In this connexion, the volume of investments and the manner in which . 
they have been financed are equally important., As will T?e described at; greater 
length in later sections of this report, the volume of domestic savings continued 
in the first part of the period under review, to be insufficient to finance 
investment. However, in the most important sector of.capital formation, the 
State deficit financing ceased. Mexico has apparently now reached a stage where 
it can maintain the rate of investment of the last ten or fifteen years.without 
running the risk of inflation of domestic origin. 
Trends in Agricultural Production. 

From 19^8 to 1950, according to estimates made by the Secretariat of 
Agriculture, the harvested area increased by 13 per cent to 8.5 million hectares. 
The increase was due to the opening Up of new irrigated (25 per cent) and 
non-irrigated (75 per cent) lands as a result of this completion of some of the 
largest government irrigation schemes, the construction of roads and the increase 
in loans for land clearing. 

Agricultural production increased substantially as a result of the 
expansion of the area under cultivation and higher yields. The greatest gains 
were made by export crops in response to increased foreign demands. In the 
extreme case, cotton production doubled from 1948 to 1950 to almost three times 
the 1946 level. The production of foodstuffs for home consumption also increased 
The production of maize, for example, rose by more than 10 per cent during the 
two years, and that of wheat and beans by more than 20 per cent. 

The high level of investment and consequently of income stimulated 
demand and consumption. There was a slight change in the pattern of food 
consumption, due in all probability to the displacement of farm workers from 
agriculture to other employment. So long as total investment is maintained at a 
high level and the changes in the pattern of agricultural production follow 

/the present 
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the -present trend towards the expansion of production for export rather than for 
home consumption,.the increases will only partially solve the problem of supplying 
the home market with certain foodstuffs,"- The stimulus received byagriculture--for; 
export, and the uncertainty associated with agriculture for local consumption have ; 
increased the need for imports of some agricultural products (wheat, edible fatsjt 

Agricultural prices showed a general upward trend which was very marked 
in the case of certain export crops» In the case of foodstuffs, the relative 
stabilization pf income, the inelasticity of demand and increased production 
prevented prices from rising at the same rate as the prices of export products ' 
or the general price index. 

Investment in agriculture for export was much higher than investments 
for the production of foodstuffs for the home market. In the case of the*former, 
large sums were expended on irrigation works, the importation of machinery and 
loans while .the latter was the object of relatively modest expenditure applied 
mainly to the improvement and distribution of seed. The work of the Maize * 
Commission deserves particular mention in this connexion* - 1 

The volume of loans granted by semi-official and private banks has 
increased by approximately 150 per cent since 19̂ 8* nevertheless, a considerable 
proportion of agricultural credit is provided by individuals who lend money; 
privately at usurious rates of interest, a circumstance which impedes capital 
accumulation in traditional agriculture. Although the official policy is to 
encourage credit for production of foodstuffs, the increase in demand and 
the rise in prices on tha world market have diverted the flow of credit> 
(including credit furnished by official institution̂ ) towards the financing of 
agriculture for export. * - -
Trends in Industrial Mining and Production ... 

(a) Industry. From -l̂ *® to 1950 the volume of industrial production 
increased at an average .rate of 11 per cent a.ye^r, and it is estimated that 
in 19̂ 9 it had reached rather more .than twice the 1939 level although the 
available 'indices showanincreasepf -a. little..over 70 per pent. In the same 
period the productive: capacity of manufacturing installations was approximately 
quadrupled.' •This, is a natural tendency in a rapidly developing economy in which 
the rise in demand * is1 fast and the most serious obstacle to progress is rather 
the inadequacy of existing equipment in relation.tp requirements. The extent 

, . /and distribution 
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process of consolidation has been assisted by higher tariffs¿ devaluation and 

similar foreign products have resulted in higher prices a&djgEgfits rather than 

Among i 
special problem, in the twelve month period Sep 

review, the Bank of Mexico has followed a silver policy bs 
exports and of n 

/the Bank 
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the Bank of Mexico had to reduce the volume of silver it offered on the 
international marjket. ..This a c t i o n a determining factor in the subsequent^ 
rise in the price of silver, which i© ep.?ly 1951 was quoted on the New Yprk 
market at 0,90 dollars per troy ounce. , . 

Despite, the rise in pricey . and production (and the fact that mineral., ., 
exports have recovered much of their .pre-war relative importance, the. part 
played by mining.in the Mexican economy continued to .decline during the period 
under review. : 

(c) Oil. .During.the period.covered by this,purvey.oil production rose 
from 55.3 million barrels in 1947 to 60.9 million barrels in 19^9. The production 
of derivatives was 50.5 million barrels ..in 1949,. compared with 48.8 million . 
barrels in 1947. It should he noted t&at %hp production of derivatives in 1949 
was 60 per cent higher than in 1938. . Mexico ref ines, a very high percentage of, . 
.the..oil it produces. In 1949the proportion was 83 per cent but had reached a . 
peak of 98 per cent in 1943. 

Oil continues to be. absorbed in increasing quantities by the home market. 
Although the average, consumption qt. the years 1947 -19̂ 9. vas only 75 per cent, of 
total production and thus, slightly less than the wartime average of a. little over 
80 per cent, this is due. principally to the rapid increase in production and. . 
to the improved export market. Th>Q per capita consumption of oil derivatives 
rose from 1.2 barrels in 1938 to 2.2 barrels in 1949* an increase of over 
80 per cent. The increase in consumption is due partly to industrial expansion, 
although the chief factors have been the. development of communications and the 
growing use of farm machinery and domestip appliances burning oil derivatives. 

During the.period under consideration,.exploration and drilling 
operations continued over an area of more than 185,000 sq. Ions, more than 
55 per cent , of which is ..situated in the Gulf , of Mexico-region. As a . result of 
prospecting operations,- proved reserves, in September 195Q; were estimated at 
1,570 million barrels, 8l per cent being accounted for by the Poza Rica and 
thr;ee adjacent fields. .. .There are indications that there is a field in the 
Vera. Cruz area containing; larger reserves, than Poza Rica, which would radically 
change the perspectives for the development of the Mexican oil industry,-in view 
of the fact that the present policy of Petroleos Mexicanos is to maintain, a .. 
safety margin of twenty reserve barrels for" each barrel extracted. 

/Two recent 
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Two recent everits in the Mexican oil industry deserve special mention. 
The first is the discovery of natural-gas fields in the northeast near Reynosa; 
these are being used to good advantage in the agricultural and industrial 
development of the States of Ñwvó leoh, Tamaulipas and Coahuila. The second 
is the completion of two new refineries; the Salamanca refinery, in the Bajio 
agricultural region, vhioh will meet the fuel needs of the entire central area 
of the country; and the Beynosa refinery, situated near the oil and natural-gas 
fields already mentioned* The Salamanca refinery was completed early in 1950* 
and the Beynosa refinery was virtually completed towards the end of the year. 

notwithstanding the discovery of new natural-gas deposits, the Poza Rica 
fielí still accounts for more than 80 per cent of Kqkíco's existing reserves. 
These reserves will be more fully utilised with the completion of the pipe line 
connecting the field with the At&capotsialco refinery 1» the vicinity of Mexico City. 
Trends in Energy Production 

From 19^8 to 1950, 673 million pesos were invested in electric 
generating systems. Of this amount, 51 per cent vas obtained through loans made 
by the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Export-
Import Bank, in favour of the Federal Electricity Commission and the Compañía ... 
de Lúa y Fuerza Motriz» S»A; As a result, installed capacity was increased 
from 820,000 kilowatts in 19^8 to 1,150,000 kilowatts at the end of 1950. Output 
increased from 3>300 million kilowatt hours in 19W to an estimated total of 
3^750 million kilowatt hours in 1950. 

On the basis of foreseeable consumption trends, there must be a 
considerable increase in the output of electricity during the next five years 
if the development of the country is to continue at Its present rate. 
Consequently, a high proportion of the country's investment in the next five year 
period wili have to be devoted to the construction and expansion of electric 
systems-. ' - • 

In the consumption of power generally, oil is becoming increasingly 
important due to the development of sea, land and air transport and the gradual 
mechanization of agriculture. According to a survey by the tbited Nations 
Economic Commission for Latin America now in preparation, 6k per cent of the 

/mechanical 
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mechanical energy used in 193° was derived from the combustion of oil and oil 
derivatives; in 1940 the figure rodeto '71"per cent and in 1950 to 75 per cent. 
Coal, on the other hand, dropped Yroffi 18 per cent in 193° "to 8 per cent in 1950. 
The share of water power increased slightly from 9 to 11 per cent but in absolute 
terms was more than doubled during the twenty year period. It is estimated in 
the survey mentioned that the consumption of mechanical energy rose from 10,645 
million kilowatt hours in 1930 to 13,169 million kilowatt hours in 1940 and 
21,660 million kilowatt hours in:¡1950, ̂  rt "is; also-estimated, that the proportion 
of mechanical to total energy 'utilized* rose from 78*per-cént in 1930 to 82 per cent 
in 1950. 
Development of Transport • 

In recent years there have been several outstanding developments in 
the railways. The most important of these was the construction of the Ferrocarril 
del Sureste which connects the Yucatan peninsula with the rest of the country. 
In addition to its politicalimportance as a means of effecting the unification of 
this important area yith the national'community, the -new railway is of very great 
economic significance since it will make possible the utilization of the natural 
resources of Tabasco and southern Campeche, which is: perhaps one of the richest 
parts of the country. The region also possesses the best system of navigable 
waterways in Mexico and the completion of the Ferrocarril del Sureste and of the 
Pan-American Highway, to which5 reference will be made later, will make possible 
the integration of a system-of land and river transport in an area where 
communications facilities were previously among the worst i-fa Mexico. in addition 
to the completion of this railway and the opening of a new line between Sonora 
and Lower California,thenarrbw\gauge track on the Ferrocarril Interoceánico 
between Mexico City-and-̂ era Cruz- and 'that of'the"line ruhiiing between Mexico City 
and Acambara in the Ba.jio agricultural region has béen widened to standard gauge. 
The programme of railway rehabilitation has also been continued energetically 
in recent years and includes the improvement of fixed installations, the 

1. • 
substitution of heavier rails for those now in use and the increasing employment 
of diesel locomotives. 

/The volume 
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The volume of goods traffic carried by'the Ferrocarriles Raelocales 
was 14.7 million tons in 1<&9 and 15.5 million tons in 1950 as against.9.8 million 

r 

tons in 1939/ i.e. an increase of 60 per cent. 
The most important development with regard to roads was the completion 

in 1950 of the Pan-American Highway from Ciudad Juarez on the border with the 
United States to Ciudad Cuauhtemoc on the frontier with Guatemala. The highway 
is 3,^00 kilometres long, and its southernmost section has served to provide 
communications with most of the State of Chiapes, which at the present time is 
one of the most promising regions in Mexico for the purposes of tropical and 
sub-tropical agriculture. During the past three years there h^s been a change of 
emphasis in the objectives of Mexico's highway, policy. Although the importance 
attached to the building ef trunk highways is undiminished, considerable.attention 
has been given to the construction of local roads* which will serve to integrate 
even the smallest communities in the national market and the social life of the 
country. A sum of approximately 700 million pesos was spent for read construction 
during the period 19^8-1950. "1-. • . 

It was estimated that the theoretical capacity of the motor trucks 
operating on Mexican highways in I9V7 was 22> 000 tons a day and that it was 
increased by approximately 30 per cent during the following three years*. The 
extent to which this capacity is used̂  i.e. the tonnage transported can not be 
estimated, even approximately, because of thq. multiplicity of transport: "undertakings 
and the diversity and irregularity of the services they provide, 

In 191*9 the Mexican and foreign airlines operating domestic and inter-
national services carried more than 900,000 passengers, or 10.5 times as maiî  as 
in 19^0. In the same period the volume of air freight increased six times. 

In order to facilitate the distribution of oil and oil derivatives, ,7 • • ' i • * 

pipelines were constructed from Poza Rica to Salamanca and, from,X.inatitlen to 
Salina Cruz during :the period covered by this survey. The first ̂ 50 kilometres 
long, will supply crude oil to the refinery mentioned in the preceding section. -
The second, 2^7 kilometres long, will cross the Isthmus of Tehuantepec and, 
together with Pemex tankers, will help to meet the needs of the Pacific area. 

/FIMJJCIKG 
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FINANCING OF DEVELOPMENT. BEFORE DEVALUATION 

Over-investment in 194.7 and 1948. 
It was noted earlier that the economic development of Mexico in recent 

years has been characterized by an excess of capital formation over savings, which 
is closely .linked with, the growth of the population. In the years 1946, 1947 and 
1948 this tendency became particularly marked. The difficulty was not a die-
equilibrium between current savings and Investment, hut the inadequacy of the 
resources accumulated during the war years to meet the requirements for the 
expansion and replacement of productive equipment which had accumulated during 
those years. This was the case in both the private and the public sectors, 
although the latter was px-obably more seriously affected. 

Most of the savings accumulated during the war were representad by the 
increase in the reserves of the Eonk of Mexico, which had risen to a peak of 
390 million dollars at s the beginning of 1946 and fell in the course of the next 
two and a half years to 42 million.,, dollars. 
Effects on money income a t h e balance of payments •>WW«M»»i«!l1li, • ,-lill 'J— ¡LlrWHMHÉáíÉÉliMIMMMMMM^^ 

The loss of reserves tended:to contract the volume of money in circula-
tion, but this was to some extent offset by an increase in the velocity of circula* 
tion and the relaxation of credit restrictions. The volume of money in circula-
tion fell, from 3,515 million pesos in December 1946 to 3,493 million pesos in 
December 1947. and rose;to 3,6l4 million pesos in July 1948. This was reflected 
chiefly in the reduced activities of certain industries, such as building, which 
declined significantly in Mexico City in late 1947 and early 1948. In addition, 
there was a falling off of activity in certain industries -- such, as textiles — 
which had found foreign markets during the war and which were faced by a sharp-
fall in external demand from abroad at a time, when domestic demand was also 
falling. 

This all tended, moreover, to stabilize the price index throughout 194? 
and the first six months throughout 1948. 

/international 
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International credits 
One possible, solution of the balance of payments problem in these years 

would have been to óbtaiñ'é volume of foreign credits sufficient to compensate 
the deficiency of domestic savings. A considerable flow Of:credlt to theamount 
of 35.6 million dollars In 1947 and 18*3 miUión dollars in 1948 was in fact 
received, principally from the Export -Import, Bank in Washington. ..These credits, 
however, were not large enough to correct the disequilibrium on.current account . 
and to meet the needs of public and private investment programes. In order to 
deal with this situation, loans amounting to a little over 200 million dollars Ol'T̂J.i.AÍVO 0 C. ;>:» V "i C ' . .-i J : • • ••': " ; . : i • "y: r . ,' ' X.-' I. \ \ -Or'' \\ 
were requested early in 1947 from the Export-Import Bank and the International . 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development. By the middle of 1948, however, ,npne 
of the loan had been authorized, and it vas already clear that Mexico vould only 
be able to obtain a much smaller amount, as will be described below. 
The gevalüatlori 6f July 1948 

Tbé l<¡éó:-oÍ reserves resulting fircm the disequilibrium on current 
account was ácc&rittótW in June and July 1948 by short term capital movements 
of; a speculative cMaraelíér. The combined effect of theée two factors had by 
July 1948: %fedücbd México a monetary reserves to 42 million dollars, representing 
a lê tf̂ 'b̂ tforé̂ han-'SÓO million dollars since February 1946. In this situation, 
the f íhárióiál: authotities had' rió ctíolcé iut t¥ devalue the0 peso on S22 July 1948. 
From that tim^ crî the course of inflation in Mexico changed rádicálly. The 
deflationary effect arising out bf the balance of pajarita during the two arid a 
half years prior to devaluation should have disappeared as soon ae; a ney, parity-
had been established, as in fact happened in the second half of 1949. The 
part played by domestic economic policies in dealing with this new situation 
is analysed below. 

. : • : - ' .v; /THE ECONOMIC 
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THE ECOROMCC POIICY OF ADJUSTMENT TO DEVAIUATIOIÍ 
Policy "Before Devaluation 

It may seem strange that the public works, construction programme, 
financed by means of the budget deficit, should have been continued and expanded 
in 1947-48 at a time when the balance of pegunta position seemed to pall for a 
balanced budget; or a budget surplus. In fact, a balanced budget would certainly 
have checked, although probably not prevented, the loss of reserves and ̂evaluaticn 
might perhaps, have been postponed. On the. other hand, a balanced budget might, 
possibly have strengthened the deflationary effect of the loss of reserves. 
Reference was made in the preceding section to the apparent paradox of partial 
deflation in some economic sectors while inflationary pressures continued. It was, 
in fact because of signs of deflation in private building and other industries 
that the public .works programme was continued and accelerated in order to 
stabilize the general level of economic activity. Total government expenditure 

4 - -
(including local authorities) amounted to 2,643 million peábs in 1947 and 3,050 
Diillion pesos in 1£48. Of these sums, capital expenditure accounted for 1,010 
million pesos in 1947 and 987 million pesos in 1948, i.e. 38 per cent and. 32 per 
cent respectively. The budget deficit (Federal Government only) amounted to 
191 million pesos in 1947 and 278 million pesos in 1948 -- figures which" are 
relatively low in proportion to size of piublic investment. ¿ 
Changed objectives . 

After devaluation, ̂and in particular ¡after the new rate of 8.65 pesos 
had been established, there was no longer any. danger of deflationary pressures of 
external origin. A radical change in the direction of economic policy then . 
became necessary. Henceforward, the stabilization of income had to be achieved . 
not so much by maintaining the rate of development as by trying, by means .of a , 
budget surplus, to create a sufficient volume of savings to offset inflationary 
pressures of domestic origin. Steps had also to be taken to stabilize the 
domestic price-level in order to take advantage of the protective effects of 
devaluation to the fullest possible extent and for as long as possible. 
Moreover, the success of a policy of stabilization would be incomplete if no 
attempt was made partly to neutralise external inflationary effects by absorbing 
a portion of the additional profits accruing to exporters from devaluation. 
Lastly, to ensure proper utilization of the additional savings accruing to the 

/country from 
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country from devaluation, it would "be necessary, at least in the "beginning, to 
prevent/the increased reserves from "being used for purposes of consumption. 

Methods 
... .The. measures taken to achieve these objectives are listed "below. In the 

first place,, it was planned to balance the budget, and this was finally accom-
plished in 2.949. when the financial year closed with a surplus of 134 million 
pesos* . The surplus was obtained ,not by reduction of the public works1 programme 
but by means of a substantial increase in revenue. 

Part of the.increase in public revenue is associated with the achieve-
ment of one of the other objectives mentioned — the absorption of part of the 
profits obtained by exporters as a result of the change in .the rate of exchange. 
This was accomplished by the establishment of a 15 per cent ad valorem surcharge 
on the exports tax, calculated-to retain, one half of the exchange profits which 
would accrue to exporters if the-peso were stabilized at6,9 to the dollar. When 
the rate was stabilized at 8.65..pesos, the proportion of the exchange profits 
absorbed by the surcharge acted, as an. antl-inflationary instrument in three waysr 
(a) by absorbing part, of the increase in money income of; foreign origin; (b) by 
increasing government revenue, and thus, contr ibuting to the budget surplus • (c) by 
preventing the prices of export goods from rising in proportion to the change in 
the rate of exchange. In the- last, four months of .1948., the 15 per cent ad valorem 
surcharge- produced 60 million-pesos. In 1949 and 1950, receipts from "this source 
were 368 million and 39.0. million pesos, respectively, i.e., an average of 12 per 
cent of federal revenue, a percentage, exceeded only by income tax. 

A-second highly effective means of ̂achieving a budge surplus was 
.provided by the excess profits tax established in 1949 with the double purpose 
of absorbing the profits of.undertakings not liable to other taxes and of 
encouraging the reinvestment of profits or,.what ©mounts to the same thing, of 
creating,a large volume of .private savings. The tax yielded 44 million pesos 
in 1949 and 60 million in I95O. . 

In addition to the various measures described, import restrictions were 
also maintained in order to ensure that the increase in reserves resulting from 
devaluation was.not dissipated by the Importation of luxury articles. 

As a result of these measures-, the balance of . payments on. current 
account ceased.to be adverse in the second half of 1949. 

/ADJUSTMENTS AETJSE 
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, ADJVSnm^S AFTER HEVALU 
In the, balance of payments 

In the second half of 1949 the balance of payments ceased to be adverse 
and a surplus of 59» 5 million dollars vas achieved* 

The decisive factor in the change in the balance of payments position 
was the reduction of imports from 719 million dollars in 1947 to 597 million 
dollars in 1948, 520 million dollars in 1949 and approximately 500 million dcllars 
in 1950. The reduction was due to the combined effects of devaluation and of 
the maintenance of import restrictions. was 

The stimulus to exports furnished by devaluation/to some extent offset 
by the decline in demand in the United States in 1949. This was reflected in 
the prices of a number of products, in.particular of industrial metals (lead, 
zinc and copper) o Tu the case of lead, for-example, the price fell from a 
maximum of 0.21 dollars per pound in April 1949 to 0.12 dollars in December 
19̂ 9» (The downward trend continued to 0,105 dollars in March 1950, but was 
rapidly reversed in subsequent-months). The 15 per cent ad valorem tax, to the 
extent that it accomplished its internal anti-inflationary purpose, also reduced 
the incentive given to exporters by devaluation. As a result, Increased exports 
did not begin to contribute to the improvement of the balance of payments 
position until 1950. 

In contrast with its delayed effect on ©r.ports, devaluation immediately 
resulted in a substantial rise in receipts of foreign exchange from the tourist 
trade. Basically this was due to an. increase in the amount spent by foreign 
tourists in Mexico in 1948 and l$h-9 as compared with 1947 (although the 1949 
figure is below that for 1948). Jtother,' the sums spent by Mexican travellers 
abroad which reached a petó in 1948 dropped sharply in 1949 by almost 50 per cent, 
to approximately the 19-44 level. As a-result of the coribined effect of the two 
factors, net receipts frór/i the tourist trade rose from 82,8 million dollars in 
1947 to 104.1 million dollars in 1948 end, 133.7 million dollars in 1949. They 
are estimated to have exceeded 150 million, dollars in 1950. 

As was noted in the preceding section, in 1947 and 1948 Mexico had 
applied for international loans to an amount slightly over 200 million dollars. 
Credits granted in the second half of 1948, in 1949 and 1950 amounted to 1$0 
million dollars, 75 million dollars of which vas used during the same period. 
Of thi3 figure, 20 per cent is represented by loans, principally for electrifica-
tion, by the International Bank for Reconstruction sad Development, and 60 
per cent by losan from the Export Import Bank. 

/The devaluation 
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The devaluation of July 1948 and more particularly the stabilisation 
of the peso In «ftme 1949, naturally put *an end to short-term speculative exports 
of capital. 
Changes in the composition of foreign trade 

Besides the reduction in imports and the delayed increase In exports 
following devaluation, the latter, to association with other factors, tended to 
change the composition of both imports and exports. The principal changes in 
1948 and 1949 are described below. . 

In the case of imports, devaluation not only succeeded in reducing their 
absolute volume¿ but, what, is more important, in changing their composition 
in favour of home production. Thus, while capital goods and raw materials for 
industry constituted 6l per cent by value of all items imported in 1946 and 1947, 
the proportion rose to 69 per cent in 1948 and 1949* Consumer goods and food-
stuffs, on the other hand, dropped from 35 per cent in 1946 to 23 per cent in 1949• 

DA'the case of exports, it should be noted that in the period 1947*1948, 
the wartime trend towards a relative increase in exports of manufacture as 
compared with mineral products and oil was ohanged while industrial metals 
and oil accounted for 26 per cent of all exports in 1946, but they had risen 
to 59 per cent in the first nine months of 1950. Industrial products, on the 
other hand, had dropped in the first nine months of 1950 to 11 per cent of all 
exports, as against 27 per cent to .1946. Throughout the period agricultural 
products accounted/ on the average, for one-third of the total value of exports. 
In view of the development of the cultivation of export crops, it may be asked 
whether this trend will continue and whether mining products and oil will in the 
future be able to regain the important place they occupied in Mexican exports until 
ten years ago» 

It has already been pointed out that devaluation had little or no effect 
in increasing the value of exports which actually declined in 1948 - 1949 as 
against 1947, and which only began to regain the 1947 level to 1950. Similarly, 
devaluation w&ei not a decisive factor to the changes to composition mentioned 
earlier except in so far as It softened the impact of the fall in metal prices 
in 1949. In the case of agricultural products, the decisiva factor in the 
increase in exports is the fact that prices abroad hjave risen much higher than 
those of other commodities. 

/Changes 
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Changes In Prices 
Uhtil mid*1950, prices had risen only 29 per cent above the level 

of July 1948 In comparison with the 78 per cent rise of the dollar. The ' V 
slow adjustment of prices to the new exchange rate is due to the factors 
analysed below. 

Ffcom the potot of view of supply, some factors acted directly on 
pricés while-others affected them through production costs. Among the former, 
mention should first be made of the accumulated stocks of imported goods which 
had been acquired before the devaluation of the peso and were In excess of 
immediate market requirements. Further, the prices of foodstuffs -- to which 
a very heavy weight is attached In the general index—fell slightly as a 
result of the considerable increase in agricultural production in 1948 and the 
low elasticity of demand for foodstuffs. 

The accumulated stocks of imported raw materials and the acquisition . 
of machinery at the old rate of 4*85 also influenced production costs. Another 
factor was the fall in United States prices which occurred in the second half, of 
1948 and beoame more pronounced in 1949 and which was particularly marked in 
the case of raw materials, machinery and equipment. The virtual freezing of. 
wages from the middle óf 1948 until the end of 1949 also helped to keep costs 
relatively low. 
* Another factor which influenced production costs and delayed the . 

adjustement of prices to the new exchange rate was the steadily increasing 
utilization of the productive equipment of many undertakings which had been 
working far below capacity* 

From the point of view of demand also, a number of factors tended 
to delay the adjustment of prices to the new exchange rate. Among these, the 
budget surplus referred to earlier may be regarded as the most important factor 
restraining effective demand. Further, as indicated earlier, the 15, per cent 
ad valorem tax tended to narrow the difference between the domestic and foreign 
prices of export goods, to limit the effect of external demand on the home market 
and to reduce the effect of Increased exports on the expansion of money income. 
Lastly, the freezing of wages, which, from the/ point of view of supply, was 
effective in keeping down costs, was an even more powerful force in the 
stabilization of effective demand. 

/IMMEDIATE \ 
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IMMEDIATE B30SEECTS 
• o 

Expansion of external origin since June 1950. 
The monetary expansion of external origin that began when the.rate of 

exchange was stabilized at 8.65 pesos in the middle of 1949 has been proceeding 
at a much faster pace since July 1950. While monetary.reserves increased by 
59.5 million dollars in the second half of 1949 and by 10.7 million dollars in 
the first six months of 1950, the increase from July to December 1950 was over 
100 million dollars. It may be useful to examine .the reasons for this sudden 
increase in reserves and to consider what effect this expansion will have on the 
economic development of Mexico in the immediate future. 

The recent increase of reserves had been influenced by (a) the rise of 
prices in the United States, which has been particularly marked in the case of 
many Mexican exports, such as metals, the prices of which fell, in 1949 but have 
returned to or exceeded the highest levels reached, at the beginning of that 
year; (b) the boom in the .tourist trade, which accounted for 150 million dollars' 
in 1950 and was particularly heavy in the. summer and autumn of that year; 
(c) the resumption of the flow of migratory workers to the United States, 
especially during the second half of 1950; and (d) most important, the 
substantial influx'of short-term capital, principally for speculative reasons, 
including the hope of a possible revaluation of the peso. The monthly average of 
such capital movements rose from 3 million dollars in the first six months of 
1950 to over 10 million dollars in the second half of the year. 

The effect of the increase in reserves on money income is making itself 
felt in a number of ways. One of these is the new boom in private building 
comparable to that of 1944 and 1946,. The principal effect, however, of the 
increase of money income is.on prices, which, as explained in an earlier chapter,* 
had been rising relatively slowly since the abandonment of the exchange rate 
of 4.85 pesos in July 1948. In the second half of 1950 the wholesale price 
index rose 31 points, or 11 per cent> as against the rise of 17 per cent during 
the two preceding years. 

.It is obvious that In the present situation the principal source of 
inflationary pressure is the favourable balance of payments position. Domestic 
private-investment and, to a lesser extent, wages are, however, continuing to 
exert an influence in the same direction. 

/Programmes \ 
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Programmes of industrial expansion today call for relatively larger 
sums, since the cost of imported equipment has risen considerably and working 
capital must be increased in proportion to the general rise in prices and costs. 

The upward pressure of wages which, as noted in the preceding section, 
remained latent after devaluation, has been expressed in the form of frequent 
and bitter labour disputes. 
Relative effectiveness of various anti-Inflationary measures. 

Having noted the principal sources of inflationary pressure, we may 
examine the instruments used to deal with them. 

In the first place, the policy of budget surpluses, or of public 
savings, has been continued and seems likely to become a feature of Mexico1 s 
economic development, at least in its present phase. The efficacy of this 
policy as an ant i-inflationary measuré has been demonstrated during the past 
two years, but it can be said that under present conditions its possibilities 
ore fairly limited. This is apparent if the size of the surplus in the 
last financial year (about 200 million pesos) is compared with the rate of 
increase of the monetary reserve. If the necessary steps were taken, 
public savings could be considerably increased either by a reduction of the 
public works programme or by far-reaching fiscal reform. Neither step seems 
feasible at the present time, and a reduction of public works is, of course, 
regarded as undesirable. 

The second anti-inflationary measure that must be considered is the 
relaxation of import restrictions. Since the balance of payments position is 
at present the main factor making for expansion, the great importance of this 
method is obvious. Two limitations must, however, be borne in mind. The first 
is the time atvrwbich it has been put into effect, which coincides with a 
period of pre-war shortages in the United States and Europe and consequently 
with high prices, priorities, export licences and other obstacles. The 
second is the fact that while the easing of import restrictions has an 
anti-inflationary effect from the point of view of income, the same cannot 
be said of its effect on prices and costs,, since (a) in the general̂ r̂eefrxci'íons; 
little weight is attached to goods subject to import prohibitions or/(b* in 
most cases, their prices have risen-by over 78 per cent (thé difference between 
the 4.85 and 8,65 rates of exchange), i.e. by much more than the 29 per cent 
rise in the general index; and (c) United States prices are jrising. Further, 
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the relaxation of quantitative import restrictions has been largely offset 
by the tariff increases resulting from the termination of the Trade Agreement 
between Mexico and the United States. The Agreement, which had been ih / 
force since 1932, was denounced by both parties in the middle of 1950. As 
provided in the Agreement, the denunciation became effective at the end of 1950. 
In view of the favourable situation with regard to foreign demand, Mexican 
exports/'vi.ll probably not be affected by the denuncatión of the Agreement. ^^ 

The mo3t effective, anti-inflationary measure .óvg&Is&'Xb perhaps/new 
system of credit controls which were introduced towards the end of 19^9 and were 
given fall effect in January 1951. In April 1950 the Bank of Mexico issued 
circular Ho. 1108 bis-to all deposit banks in the country raising reserve 
requirements to 100 per cent in respect of all deposits over the level of 
September 3-949- The circular provided, however, that up to 70 per cent of the 
increase in deposits might be used for investments in public and private 
securities, and even for agricultural loans "for terms exceeding one year, 
and that a small percentage might be freely invested by the banks. In this 
connexion, it should be noted that long-term credit and investment also have 
an expansionist effect on income, since.to the extent that resources are 
directed towards investment, a source of inflationary pressure will continue 
to exist. In January 1951, anew regulation came into force under which 
the increase in bank deposits was almost'bompletely frozen. Despite.the 
restrictions now in force, it is likely that the demand for credit by 
industrial undertakings will continue to grow to the extent that operating 
coots continuo to rise, thus requiring increasingly large working capital; 
in addition credit will be required for the expansion of undertakings and for 
securing supplies of raw materials in the present emergency situation. This 
will certainly lead to a gradual relaxation of present restrictions (which 
are already flexible as regards the importation of raw materials and machinery). 

Finally, emergency legislation promulgated in December 1950 gave the 
executive authority pswer to intervene in the fixing of prices and the 
distribution of goods in order to alleviate the rise in the cost of living. 
Uhder this legislation, the prices of a number of essential articles, including . 
milk, maize, flour, edible oils, soap etc. were frozen in January 1951 > snd new 
distributive machinery (travelling markets, shops for public employees) was. 
set up. Experience has shown that price fixingwhich is not-accompanied by a. 
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system, r>f rationing leads to the creation of black markets. On the other hand, 
aqy attempt to correct the deficiencies, of the distribution system involves 
comparatively long-term measured since/ it presupposes important changes in the 
structure of production, the system of transport and storage, in the occupational 
distribution of the population etc. For these reasons, efforts to lower prices 
by improvements in the distribution system, are usually ineffective. Moreover, any 
attempt' to influence distribution and prices directly, especially by means of 
subsidies, tends to convert active inflation into latent inflation» This may 
be desirable if effective measures are at the same time taken to deal with the 
basic causes of the inflationary situation. 

Ercbablé effects of the international situation on domestic development. ;/aeí w .reaeati* wiy»-, wvrr-ia.̂xr; mi • m—w—m—«anniu — — 
. it vas pointed out earlier that the principal source of inflationary 

disturbance is external. It is therefore desirable to consider the probable effects 
of the prrsent international- situation, on the immediate course of developments 
and its inflationary, or non-inflationary character. It is in the first place 
certain that the foreign demand for Mexican products will continue to increase. 
It is also likely that the availability of capital goods and of raw materials 
required for-'domestic industrial production will be affected by the mobilization 
of the United States economy for defence. Moreover, as was noted in the 
earlier section, the demand for Mexican labour in the United States will 
certainly, continua to rise and will help further to- improve the favourable 
balance of 'payments* In special cases it will result in labour shortages. 
The present international situation may to some extent lessen the possibility 
of obtaining foreî i loans, which would, however, be of less value than 
previously if the difficulties regarding the importation of equipment are not 
reduced. 
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" ' •••r-^x^r'-* • • - : SUtv̂ ABY. 
The ̂ inclpai iéconoiíü:tí-'éVén,tv''ln 'Mexico ̂during the period betweén I9V7 

and the middle of Í95Ó was the termination of the inflationary procees which 
had lasted for. more than ten years. At the game time, the industrial and 
agriculturaldevelopment achieved:̂ '¿tiring the ten yeer period was in large 
measure consolidated. In other words,'the rate of, growth of money income 
was adjusted to the rate of growth of thé real production of goods and services. 
The liquidation; of' inflation' wó&"brought' about,; on;.the one. hand, t)y factors which 
tended to stabilise monetary income and, on the other, by a considerable increase 
in real income largely . r e s u l t i n g " d u r i n g the years'of1, r ' 
Inflation. — 

.. The stabilisation of money income occurred when the factors'that had ' 
caused its rapjd.expansion during the ten preceding years ceased to operate. 
Two of..these,, ffcctore arose from the need to raise the rate of capital 
formation above the, rate of population inureasevv- They were deficit-financed 
publ\c:;teveetmant and -an excess of InVestÊ ft-ts over savings (exígete) in "the " 
private-sector.̂  During the war the very favourable balance of payments was 
a further .factor, 

v The. expansionist effect of the balance of payments was the first 
to disappear when the bale&ce of payments position changed in 19*1-6, leading • 
to the devaluation oí the Mexican'peso between;-July 19^ and 19̂ 9. The 
fifteen percent ad valorem surtax óñ exports also operated as a factor neutralizing 
expansion of external Origin. 

Doxâ otic inflationary factors also disappeared when tho equilibrium 
between savings and investment wa3 restored in both the government and the ' 
private soctor3,f This occurred in the govesronent sector as a result of the 
policy of budget surpluses, established in 19̂ 8 and carried out in 19̂ 9 and 
1950; in the private sector it was Tprought about by credit restrictions, by 
fiscal measures encouraging the reinvestment of profits and by the reduction 
of the consumption of imported goods obtained by direct restrictions and as 
a result of devaluation. 

/in the 
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Ih the elimination of inflation̂  the Increases In agricultural and 
industrial production and the progress made in the transportation and 
distribution of goods were perhaps more important than the neutralization of 
the factors making fexr monetary expansion. 

Ifatil mid-1950! Mexioo seemed to have reached a stags where It 
could maintain the rate of development of the previous 19 years without running 
the risk of Inflation of domestic origin. 

However, since the middle of 1990 the Mexican economy has bam subject 
to new inflationary disturbances of external origin as a result of events in 
Kbrea. The favourablebalance on current transactions with foreign countries 
has considerably increased and in addition there has been a substantial Influx 
of short-term capital* 

3k order to meet the new Inflationary situation, efforts are being 
made to of feet the effect of the increase in receipts of fore l&x exchange 
by means of budget surpluses, the almost complete freezing of credit and dlreot 
measures to control prices and distribution. Since this new Inflationary 
situation is of external origin, it must he emphasized that the Mexican economy's 
ability to resist Inflation end its prospects for econdmlc development vlU 
be conditioned byt (a) the availability of Imports and the trends of Import 
prices; (b) t&e extent to which productive resources aro diverted to exports; 
(0) the extent to which the emigration of labourers to work abroad and the 
resulting receipts of foreign exchange influence real national production 
and the purchasing power of the population; (d) the possibility of Importing 
equipment» 
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APPENDIX 1 
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION V 

"¿Mr»- . • •• . .. ; -- .... • , .•..•; .. \ . 
National Income and Agricultural Income t '1 ' '' 

According to the figures of the Banco de Mexico . S^A., the national 
income in l$hQ was 2?, 900, million pesos of. which 20 per cent or 4,560 million, 
was income derived from agriculture, stockraising, fishing and forestry.' 
Agriculture's, share has. thus, increased, since in 1938 according to the estimates 
of the.,®iTjactpr-atê -General of Statistics, it was only 17 per cent of an income 
of 5,323 millions, i. e. 910 million pesos. While the national income increased 
4r8;timeŝ diu:ing a. ten-year period,, agricultural income increased 5.7 times. 
Population eñ̂ â ed in agriculture in relation to the total gainfully employed • 
population ' 

^ The- 19^0 census showed that approximately 65 per cent of the gainfully 
employed population was engaged in agriculture, stockraising, forestry, hunting 
and fishfiig;- The estimates available for 1950 indicate that during the .last 
ten years the proportion of the gainfully employed population engaged.la.?.-
agriculture and similar activities declined to "between 55 and 60 per cent. 1 / 

It is evident that .the increase in the population engaged in industry . 
and services has been principally achieved by the displacement of the 
agricultural population. -This indicates that the policy of industrial 
development'** is beginning to have an effect and that the country1̂  economy is -
decisively embarked on the process of transition towards a more advanced 
structure. , • . . v 

•Oii'tĥ  'basis of empirical Information and of general observations, an 
approximate'ideSá * can be obtained of the process by means of which industry ; 
absorbs the ¿dditional1labour. 

The shift of the agricultural population to other activities may be due 
to-' the:. followlnff^feuselteiiy ** \>- • 
(a) Cñá¿ges due to 'the inbréase in-size of the rural family in:relation to the 
económy óf the farming unit. 1 ' . % _ (b) The 

l/ The previous estimates are based on the study of urban growth and on the 
expansion of certain activities during the period'under-review. 
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(b) Ok* attraction of urban centres» 
(0) Seasonal mi^átioás io ^Uc^hé*«^ri^auSAurAX , rentingin. 
changes In eápl«ytíénta 
(d) The establishment ef industrial enterprises in rural areas. 
(e) Increased demand for domestic cervices in urban centres, 
(f) Attraction of tho United States of America, 

As the transition from agriculture to industry is due to causes which o 
act simultaneously, the foregoing classification naturally oannot be applied 
in a hard and fast manner* 

, As the rural family increases in size, the problem of consumption and 
the utilisation of the additional labour can be solved in the following ways: 

(a) Seduction of the per capita consumption of the members of the family. 
(b) Application of the available labour to the intensive fanning of the 

agricultural unit* 
(c) Employment of the surplus members of the rural family In other 

activities* 
The first two solutions ore characteristic of an under-developed 

economy, where agriculture is of the subsistence type. Botb lead Inevitably 
to a high density of population, with little capital and intensive methods 
of agriculture. The small size of the agrlcrul.turaVimtt folfllf"^?* among 
farmers with a loir income, the shortage and high cost of credit and 
growth of population, characteristic of this secta» of the economy, help to 
aggravate the situation. 

The third solution is possible only in an economy in the process of 
development, in which the rate of capital formation is greater than that of 
population growth, making it possible for the surplus mwnbers of the rural 
family to obtain other types of employment. „ ltceii 

Clearly, the effect of the factors of dttug-ftjfeis attraction aakes/felfc 
only as the increase in size of the rural family helps to worsen the ratio 
between the available resources of the farming unit and the number of people 
living on it. 

The demand for agricultural workers in the United States also 
contributes towards the geographical and occupational displacement of the 
population» The annual average movement of labourers to the United States was 
over 100,000 in 19kk and I9U5. Of this number, roughly 50 per cent were 
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employed in agriculture, and the remainder in industrial work» After the war 
the number of labourers legally admitted to the United Spates gradually 
declined and reached a minimum of 20,700 in 19^9. In the period August 19̂ 9 
to August 1950, emigration again increased and reached a total of 129,000, thus 
exceeding the average for the var years. 

The sharp increase in employment in the United States due to 
re-armament will undoubtedly, encourage emigration to that country0 A high 
level of emigration of this kind can be utilized to'relieve the pressure of 
population on-resources in certain areas, and to facilitate the country's 
economic development generally, but it could also cause serious dislocation if 
it is carried out precipitately and without a programme adjusted to general 
development policy. 

The magnitude of the changes in the structure of employment can be 
appreciated by studying the displacement of the population during recent years. 
Demographic changes and their effects on economic development-, 

Traditionally, the population of Mexico has been concentrated in the 
Central Zone of the country, while, the population density in the peripheral 
areas (the coast and the borders) has been very low. The unfavourable 
environmental conditions in the peripheral areas (the unhealthy climate of the 
coastal regions, the aridity of the northern frontier area, and their relative 
inaccessibility) made it difficult to bring their potential resources into 
productive activity. 

The recent development of the economy has changed this situation, 
accentuating the attraction of the industrial and urban centres (and to an 
over-iiî 3d.ng'degreey" of the Federal District) and the drift of the population of 
cerfcrel Mesrico towards the. new agricultural areas developed in the north. 
In the first half of the/century, the shift of population has been striking and 
demonstrates the extent of the agricultural and industrial transformation 
already achieved by the Mexican economy. 

According to research carried out by the United Nations Economic 
Commission for Latin America, the four principal regions of demographic 
pressure-- the Central Zone (with the exception of the 7 principal citiss in 
the zone), the State of Oaxaca, the States of-Yucatan and Campeche, and the 
Southern Territory of Lower California — accounted for 6l per cent of the total 

/population 

1 
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papulation of Mexico in 1900, and "by 1950 this figure had dropped to per cent. 
In contrast, the three principal regions of demographic attraction — the 
frontier areas in the north, the seven principal cities of the centre (including 
Mexico City) and the territory of Quintana Roo — "which together accounted for 
barely 17 per cent of the total population in 1900 — rose to 30 per cent in 
1950. She absolute figures aró equally significant: while the four emigration 
zones rose from 8.3 millions to 11.6 millions during the half century, the three 
immigration zones from 2.3 millions to 7*8 millions during the same period. 
The remainder of the national territory doubled its population during this, 
period, rising from 3.0 millions to 6.1 millions, but remained at ápproximr^ly 
the sane relative level — 22 per ©ert in 1900 and 2k per cent In 1950» 

' This displacement reflects both an absorption of rural population by 
industry and services and a transfer tíjKiJn agriculture itself, from the regions 
of traditional economy to the new irrigated regions, for the most part located 
t̂n the north of the national territcry0 

; The changes in occupational distribution — which during the fifty-
year period are not so spectacular as the geographical shift — have been 
greatly accelerated in the last ten years. On the basis of the populatbn 

/ increase in the three principal urban centres, and assuming that elsewhere in 
the country the non-agricultural popul̂ t*!/>?. M s increased at half this rate, and 
that the ratio of employed to total population has not changed in the last 
decade, it can be estimated that the population engaged in agriculture 
represents only 55 to 60 per cent of the total population (65 per cent in 19̂ 0), 
while the population engaged in secondary and tertiary activities is between kQ 
and 45 per cent (35 per cent in 19*10). In absolute terms, this means that 
agriculture now employs from ̂ .2 to K5 million people, as against 3*8 minions 
in 19̂ -0, vhile other activities employ from 3.1. to 3*^ millions, as against 
two millions ten years ago. 
Areas harvested a 

According to the statistics rtr borate" of- Sural -Ecoraorsr,;' t'ba 
area harvested rose steadily during the period 1948-1950. This increase was 

/due 
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due to the ploughing up of newly-cleared land, the expansion of the area under 
irrigation and the greater volume of credit. Figures for the areas harvested 
are given he low: 

Years , Hectares Index 
• -' 19^8 * V: .7,131,615 100 

19̂ 9 7,5?>;295 105 
1950 ' '8,128,829 ' 113 

• It is estimated that the pro|*ramrce of irrigation works carried out 
in 19^8 increased the cultivable* area/approximately 93,000 hectares of new land, 
and improved ̂ 3,000 hectares. -Given the total increase in area, it can be 
estimated that approximately 300)000 hectares of-new seasonal lands were made 
available for cultivation. The utilization of these lands was made possible 
by the1 construction of roads and the availability of loans for financing the 
cleari&g of th© lands and the current expenses of cultivation. 

- The lands made available for cultivation in 19^9-50 exceeded those 
made available in the previous year by 1*00,000 hectares. Of these, 5*^000 
(13 P©r cent) have been irrigated by means of wells, chain pumps, and small 
irrigation works; 102,000 (25 per cent)"have been cleared, colonized and 
prepared for cultivation; 97j§00 (2h per cent) have been brought under 
cultivation by private individuals añd irrigated by means of artesian wells, 
11*7,000 (37 par cent) ore seasonal lands. 

During* tike same period, 191*9 to 1950, the tptal area under cultivation 
exceeded 8 million hectares. In the case of irrigated land aloné, 90,813 hectares 
more weré brought under cultivation than in the previous year. 
Volume of agricultural production 

While the area harvested shows a constant upward trend, the volume" of 
agricultural production fluctuates annually due to the influence of factors over 
which there is no control. 

The general index of the volume of agricultural production compiled 
by the Economic Barometers Section of tho Secretariat of the . National Economy 
(See Table No. 1) shows that during the last three years the physical volume 
of production has risen steadily. This ±6 due, hówever, to the fact that the 
increased volume of industrial and fruit-• crops ie sufficiently large to 
conceal the decrease in food crops which occurred in' 19̂ 9• Whils according to 
the index industrial crops rose 11 points and fruit 3 points.from 19^8 to 19̂ 9/ 
food crops fell 6 points, /Table No. 1 
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Table No. 1 
Mexico: Index of Volume of Agricultural Production 

Base: 1929 = 100 
YEARS GENERAL Food crops 'Si?*8 
1929 124.7 127.00 117.4 156.6 92.6 
19^0 018.5 116,28 123.1* l4l.5 91.7 
19^1 141.6 139.21 156.0 147.0 96.3 
19^2 152.7 155.33 175.4 154 c3 95.2 
19^3 145.7 128.35 188.3 162.8 104.7 
1944 157.5 150.81 181.4 167.9 108.6 
19^5 153.5 .147.17 I67.I 176.0 112.0 
1946 159.2 152.34 177.6 188.3 113.4 
19^7 l68.lv 164.15 181.0 192.4 113.1 
1948 185.2 183.67 194.7 199.2 119.0 
19^9 a/ 192.8 177.13 205.4 203.3 122.2 
a/ Trend by least squares 

SOURCE: Secretariat of the National Economy 
The volume of production of the 'following crops increased substantially 

in 19WJ in relation to the previous year: pineapple k per cent, rice 18 per cent, 
wheat 18 per cent, beans 18 per cent, sugar cane 16 per cent, cotton 13 per cent, 
maize 13 per cent, chickpeas 7 per cent, and henequen 5 per cent. 

; ( 

In 19^9 there were increases over the previous year in the volume of the 
following crops: cotton 83 per cent, rice 13 per cent, coffee 11 per cent, 
peanuts 9 per cent, sugar cane 5 per cent and linseed h per cent. In the same 
year, there was a decrease of approximately 10 per cent in maize and beans, 
k per cent in sesame, 5 P̂ r cent in tobacco and 5 P©? cent in pineapple. 

In 1950 there were increases in the volume of production of eotton, 
ooffee, maize, wheat and beans. (See Table No. 3). 
Agricultural irices. 

In recent years there has been a general upward trend in the prices 
of agricultural products. (See Table No. b) In the case of industrial crops 
and fruits, the rise has been steadier than in the case of food crops. Industrial 
crops have followed the fluctuations of prices on the world market, while food 
crops, as a result largely of the low elasticity of demand for foodstuffs, react 
to the increases or contractions of domestic production. /- 10il« 
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A In as a result of the ̂Increase in agricultural production, the 
wholesale prices?: of the main food orô s for domestic consumption levelled off 
and in some Cases fell. In 19^9 the prices of the "grainfej" group fell an average 
of 5 per cent as compared with I9U8; the prices of maizejiand "beans fell 6 and 
17 per cent respectively. ^ 

The fallen prices In the United States in 19^9 partially offset the 
incentive to a¿'*4nóyeásed volume of .exports given by devaluation. According to 
the report of Secretariat :of thé National Economy, the value of dollar sales 
of the Í6 most1 i important agricultural products rose by 31 t»r cent in relation 
to 19^8^ but the rise was due to increased exports of cotton and coffee, the 
dollar t&lue of Ĥ iich rose by 127 and 58 P$r cent respectively; the value of 
sales of the regaining lV articles declined 31 EP* cent, while the volume 
exported: was 12 per cent less* 

Coffee exports rose from 31,200 tons in I9W to 1*9*000 tons in 19̂ 9> 
and in the period January- - September 1950 alone the,volume exceeded that for 
the whole of 19^8.' There was also a substantial increase in cotton exports 
which rose from; ̂ 8,000 tons in 19^8 to 122,500 tons in 19^9 and 170,000 in 
1950. In the c9.se of cotton, the rise in prices has fortunately coincided with 
substantial increases in Mexican production, thus fulfilling the hopes of those 
farmers who have recently turned to this crop. In the case of coffee, however, 
total production has teiided :to decline in spite of the slight increase in the 
area under cultivation and the-rise in prices on the:world market. 

/Table No. 2 



Tabla No. 2. 
Mexico: 

¿ryniiA.1 Crops Área cultivated 
in hectares 

Agricultural Production od? the Me .can Reptile during 
the period I9W - 1950 

19^8 - :9U9 
Production 

Tons 
Area cultiva Pr<-
in hectaz - „ To is 

¿ion Area cultivated Production 
in hectares Tons a/ 

Maize 3,721,770 2,831,937 3,772,99* 2,859,928 4,071,800 , 3,130,000 
Beaas 788,109 209,629 885,52 231,122 930,000 250,000 
Wheat 576,950 477,156 534,86, 503,244 690,000 587,300 
Cotton 404,678 119,668 548,78c 207,690 630,000 234,370 
Barley 202,4l4 149,000 ... 215,00c 160,000 230,000 168,000 
Sugar ciine 173,4o6 9,558,810 201,278 10,431,567 200,000 9,000,000 
Chickpeas • 143,866 110,643 133,611 9,6,995 120,000 84,000 
Sesame 139,399 72,850 146,794 • 89,969 160,000 80,000 
Henequen 138,711 122,857 139,75? 104,056 l4l,000 118,000 
Coffee 135,541 53,165 144,72? ' 59,027 145,000 60,000 

Note: a/ ftftUffrtmay estimate* 
^ Source: Directorate of Rural Ecpnoô r̂  

1—1 

XD 

/Table No. 3 
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Table No, 3» ' ' ' '• 
Mexico: Volume ; of Principal 'Agricultüf-ál Products'̂ or. Eyporfc 

- IgftO :a 1 

Products Thousands of Tons Thousands of Tons a/ : . ... , • •..—..; . .' 1950, . Cotton . • .422,5...;.; . . . .... . 175A 
Coffee, - , : .49,.Ó : 45.3 - ' » ' • • i ' ' . .• • • ' . «-.if ' •• ' *< 
Ket&qixpn . ; . , .... .. .. ..- .'J 7^5 
Eav Sugar- , . K • ..9b%6. ^ . ^ b2.0 
Bice • • .,rM.2 . . 
Heneqû Rrproĉ uctet. , 2^.0 . 21,2 
Tomatoes _ * 8¿.5 
Befined sugar k^.B 19.5 

a/ Volume for"195<TIS estimated 1 >v vr Source: Directorate of .Rural Sconbw, s%x'1 

Table, No, h 
Mexico: .. Index\of prices of agricultural production ' " 

Base: 5 100 • * • . e / •. . • Forraga, Years. General Food crops Industrial cropg "Fruit Crops crops'̂ ' 
1939^ y\ 128.0 136.4 128.6 105.6 80.9 
1940,V 123.5 *'[y 131.0 119.2 109.8 9 ^ 
1 9 4 1 ? ^ I3O.7 138.9 126.2 '̂ ;';il5.3- • ~ 96.!2-
1942 151.7 1^7.6 172,1 146.6'• 103*1 
19^3# 207.4 ' . 209.7 " ' 215.7 • r209.1 • 147.1 
194V* 255.5 273.8 ' 237.4 ' "257.I • ' 166v3; 
1945 . 285.8 305.3 256.2 - 328.8 232.6. 
19^ 333.0 3^7.5 299;5: > ... 395.6.» 25.4.3.. 
19^7 367.6 379.9 350.9 412.3 262.9 
19^8 353.3 349.5 364.1 428,2 272.4 
1949 a/ 4O6.9 409.2 389.7 484.9 ' 307.8 
1950 
a/ ¿east squares 
Source: Secretariat of the National Economy. 

/D jyere iflcatIon 
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Diversification of crops 
The general index of the volume of agricultural production, compiled 

by the Economic Barometers Office, shows that production rose to 193 in 
the year 19l»9 (base year 1929), mainly ae a result of the increase in industrial 
crope (205) and fruits (203), and to a lesser degree, in food crops (177). The 
index also shove that the tendency of fruit and industrial crops to rise 
relative to food crops, has been constant during the laBt ten years. The 
relative decline in the production of foodstuffs ie the more important in viev 
of the fact that the heaviest increases in the indices of food production occur 
in the eaae of export products (tomatoes: 306; rice, 226, chickpeas 179)• 
This indicates that the proportion of resources used for the production of 
foodstuffs for domestic consumption ie declining, in spite of the fact that 
the areas available for euoh crops have been extended. 

Table No. 5 
Mexico: Index of the value of Agricultural Production 

Base 19%9 . 100 
Year General Food Crops Industrial Crops Fruit Crops Forrá̂ e Crops 
1939 159.7 173.19 150.9 165.4 74.9 
1940 146.H 152.28 147.1 ' 155.4 86.2 
1941 185.0 1*3.35 156.7 165.5 92.7 

238.5 229.27 301.9 226.1 58.2 
19̂ 3 302.3 265.15 4o6.2 338.9 ' 154.1 
1544 U02.1» 1*12.92 430.6 431.6 l8o.9 
1945 439.0 ' 446.22 428.1 578.7 266.6 
1946 530.3 529.1*0 • 531.9 744.5 
1947 69!» .2 Í27.4o 635.2 . 793.3 257.5 
194$ 654.2 641.91 7oe.9 853.0 325,5 
19U9 a/ 7ul.lt 701.48. 744.0 942.7 361.9 
Source: Secretariat of the National Economy 

a/ Least squares 

/Table Ho. 6 
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Table No* 6 
Mexico: Value o?'Mexican"Agricultural P]^^ iti the Period 1950 

' -'t.VÍ .̂r»* >:-r •• •':••••'• - :'. 
Annual Crops, .. ; .., 19!»8, ... 19*2 - . .1950 . 

Value of production Value* production Value of';̂ roductlop 
í m p e s o s - In pesos- " . i. In pesos a/ 

1. Maize 858,080'¿82' "v 1,002,050,000!:! ,r 1,080,000,000 
2. Í 3 C V-:?--Beabe 'lM»,1̂ 3,993 : 159,115,831 • 178-, 750,000 
3-

a. - ' Wheat 2Í9,056,209 237,317,895 35^380,000 
Cotton 821»,589,386 ' : 1,019,000,000 

5. N*••• . ,-y. i' Barley ? Í8,é83,68l ' ' U8,000,000' ": i»8,6oo,óoo 
6 Sugar Cane 7^3 ,303 ' ' 289,199,8U { • 252,0(30,000 
7. Chictpeaa" . 'Ü8,¿76,Ó76 1*8,7,1» 89 ; I»3,68O',ooo 
8. Sesame 71»,oU8,3lt9 6it ,1401,582' ' " 6$,600,000 
9. Henequen 135,5̂ 3,729 ; 118,206,319 135,700.000 
10. Coffee -'•••• 152,922,000 210,000,000 
Source: Directorate. oí Rural Scanomy 
a/ Estimates . (.. , m m m «• / 

A substantial proportion of the lands, where the risks of cultivation 
are less are used for 'industrial crops for dbnieptló consumption and for export, 
and for the production of foodstuffs for export̂  while the production of ' 
foodstuffs*'-for domestic c^sumption is' still dependent on íaoá where the risks 
are considerable'owing'" of the clliD'ate.' The reduction ofr' 
natural risks by means of Irrigation, peei control, mechanization etc. requires 
considerable investment, but ttakee it jJoaslbie to Introduce commercial farming. 
As investments in agriculture Increase and the utilization of works carried out 
by the GoverMent reduce the risks and provide easier access to markets, the 
sensitivity of terming to1 prices arid demánd increases. At the sanei'tlme it is 
possible to achieve increases In productivity per roan employed, and reductions 
in the labour force. r- ; . . 

Self-sufficiency In foodstuffs has always been an Ideal of Mexican 
agricultural policy. Its desirability 1b unquestioned, but in pa^tloe : - : : - ¿ 
Hbó country seems to nove ateactily farther away from1 it. This prbblem'tferlts 
examination In relation5 'tb'̂ ííe recent' Setfelbpnieiit 'of' the "economy vltí éervé • 
as a basis for diócueéion of the condltlótó under which ttíé 'future Vxpatisibr'bf'1 
Agriculture muet be carried, oút. 

v /The divereificatiiQp 
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The diversification of production is Impossible without the introduction 
of a more advanced technique. The technique which has been used in the case of 
industrial and export crops is, however* different from that applied to production 
for domestic consumption. Increases in the production of export and oaefr crops 
have fox the most part been obtained by the opening up of new irrigated lands, 
mecbaniEatlon, the use of fertilizers and, in general, by means of a technique 
requiring heavy capital investments in limited areas. On the other band, in 
order to achieve an increase in the production of foodstuffs for domestic 
consumption! the principal methods used have been improved varieties of seed and 
the development of hybrid varieties tfith high yields and resistance to pests, in 
other words, improvements of a biological nature whose effects make themselves 
felt only indirectly through increased yields 

The results of these types of investment on the economy are very 
different; while the first radically changes the place where it is carried out 
and its effects ere felt throughout the economy as soon as it is applied, the 
second type of improvement in agriculture is effected in an increase in 
agricultural yields, and has only long term and indirect repercussions on the 
rest of the economy. 

Defects in planning and execution may, in the first case, have^ 
disastrous effects on the economy generally, and even if the policy is / 
successful in the long run, the size of the investments required, in relation 
to total available resources, may have immediate inflationary effects. 

The introduction of commercial agriculture is nevertheless a necessary 
step.in economic development, since at 0 higher level of economic activity, the 
general economy's demand for agricultural products is increased and agricultural 
efficiency and productivity must therefore be higher. Each of the special 
factors which have led to the development of commercial agriculture are 
examined below, but In the meantime it is desirable to consider the methods 
used to increase the production and yields of crops for domestic consumption,. 

Improvement of seed 
The possibility of introducing Improvements in this type of agriculture 

bad been, considered on many occasions, and leedl&g experts had expressed the 
opinion that "the whole economic structure of Mexico could be altered for the 
1/ The expansion of area of seasonal lands by means of clearing, In Its initial 

stages, does not represent a change in technique since it is generally due to 
the opening up of roads providing access, to lands previously uncultivated. 

/better 
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better if aom* organisation tfoulrl assist the agricultural improvement -of the 
country". " = ! 

Ón the Irivitétioir-of the Mexican government, the Rockefeller 1 

Foundation began its prógrámtóé̂ of work in 19̂ 3, after signature of an agreement 
between the: Minister of Agriculture of Mexico and the President of the Foundation . 

The principal activity of the Foundation was defined as fundamental 
research into methods 'and''materials"' Of válue in increasing the production of 
Mexico's basic food crbps, and as a secondary objective it was agreed to carry 
out a training programme for selected Moxlcan scientists, so that in the future 
the programme could be' carried out by Mexico alone. 

Iñ I9I47, thó favourable results of the preliminary work carried out 
by the fiockefeller Foundation made it possible to set up a new body, the 
Maize Commission, with the function of promoting practices to ensure the better 
supply of maize throughout the country. The Government set up a"trust̂ witb the 
Banco Nacional de Crédito Agrícola y G a n a d e r o s.A. to enable the Bank as 
trustee1tó administer k million pesos annually for the Maize Commission. 

Originally four experimental fields of a total area of 320 hectares 
were established, an& in addition the Commission made use of individual farmers 
who sowed part of their land with its1seed under the supervision of one pi its 
experts. . " 

It Is now estimated that the Maize Commission distributes 3>000 tons 
of improved seed a year, which indicates that approximately .8 per cent of the 
total maize sowing is receiving the benefit of the work of these bodies. 

. The Commission's work is carried out with modest resources and its 
staff consists of 17 technicians and 19 other employees. In 19̂ 9 the 
Commission ' became an independent' agency * vith an annual budget of 
k million pesos, which was increased to 7 million in 1951. 

The Commission's experts have.estimated that, generally speaking, the 
use of Improved seed will reBult in a 20 per cent increase over the yields 
obtained'from native maize^' 1 

V.̂r». ; ¡r ' • . . • • •• . •••-

1/ See J. G. fiarrar, J,E1 Prbgramá̂ Agrícola Mexicano," Rockefeller'Foundát ion, 
Mexico, 1950. * i-. . 

/irrigation 
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irrigation Policy 
The moót -serious factor limiting agricultural.expaneion is the. 

shortage of water.This obstacle la being overcome by the construction of 
irrigation works which convert water .into a utilizable resource. The main 
objective of Mexico's irrigation policy has been to utilize water resources in 
order to Increase the area of irrigated land. 

Tn a very complete study of irrigated land in Mexico, Mr. Alanis Patifio 
describes the relative Importance of these lands in Mexican agriculture in the 
following terms: "In 19^0, of every 10Ó hectares cultivated, approximately 25 
were irrigated. In the same year, approximately one-third of the total.value 
of the land was accounted for by irrigated land. By the end of 1950 approximately 
1*2 per cent .9;f. the total land,under cultivation was irrigated." . The tangible 
results of the.works completed are shown in the increase in agricultural 
production. 

The scale of investments In irrigation works is 'apparent from the fact 
that recent Governments invested 2,206 miltiori pesos in irrigation works between 
19̂ 6 and 1950. The financing of these works has for the most part depended on 
the Federation,, with the exception of lU7 million pesos obtained by an interna] 
loan (irrigation Bonds) and 20 millions appropriated; by State Governments. 2/ 
In 19l»8-191+9 and 1950 the Secretariat of Hydraulic Resources spent; 
1,052.V million pesos. 

As the irrigation, policy began to.produce results, and as experience 
was gained of the technical, economic and social problems which have t'p be 
solved in order to .ensure success and obtain' the maximum return from the 
investments made, the conclusion-was reached that the planning and execution of 
works should .not be undertaken in isolation,, fcut'qhould take into account "In a 
comprehensive and balanced fashion, all the natural resources of a valley, with 
a view to the material, economic and social improvement of the region". Apart 

l/ /'Irrigation is essential in 52 per cent of our territory; in kl per cent It 
is necessary; only in 7 per cent can the farmer work without irrigation, 
and even then be needs drainage work, ditches and the regulation of streams 
which we have only recently been able to begin." Marte R. Gomez: . "Los 
Riegos en México", Problemas Agrícolas e Industriales de Mexico, 1950, p. 35> 
No. 2, Vol. II Mexico. 

2/ Alanis Patifio, p. cit. p. 57-
* /from the 
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from the direct results of the expansion of the cultivated 
area i its indirect effects must conV^í^^p^^^he holding up of the region, 
Only in this way' can the, maximum-Return "be obtained from the investment • 
Application of this comprehensive development pelicy/has-been 'begun- in the 
valleys of Tepálcatepec and Papaloapan, 

! The valley of Tepalcatépec comprises a'total area .of .18,000 square 
Hlometres, for the most-part moímtainbúsV ôVlcs. IhVthjs xegip̂ a're- .directed 
by the Tepalcatepec. Commission, set up in- 19̂ 7* í'tu isr estimated that''' when the 
works are completed they'will'"irrigate 71,300, hectares. The; pppulati,on of 
the valley was 255*000 in-19^0^ \ • . ^ j | 

-The* Papaloapan; CoiiMission wq.s. also set up in 19̂ 7. The total area of 
the valley is 45,5^0 Square kilometres, In 1940 the valley had 879,000 
.^m^itants, ; It is estimated that ah investment of 650 million pesos at 19̂ 6 
•psicéár'will .be'- requited to carry, out' existing plans. The works planned will 
.malee possible the irrigation of 208̂ 201̂ Jiectare? and 250,000' W will be produced 

. - The importance of the construction of irrigation works is siich that 
,±he study'cited earlier states in its conclusions: "The,national irrigation 
plan has' taken first place - in the country !s agricultural policy, replacing the 
âgrarian campaign -which destroyed' the great-estates * .-and which for many years 
received the preferential attention of the State. '-Three ̂ quarters of "the plan 
have still to be completed, at a future cost which"can* be 'estimated at 
approximately 20,000'r-iillxon pesos, at 19̂ 9 priceŝ " • "" 

Mechanisation of Agriculture 
The introduction óf 'cóüimercial agriculture must be preceded by the 

existence of a network of efficient cónitonícations, arid accompanied in its 
development. by an increasing level of 'mechanisation, 

-In ;the case of-Mexip-a,; i¥Vis probably" that\the 'order of importance 
ef investments in..machinery rin^élation to total investment 'is as- follows: 
Northern Region, northern Pacific, Centre, Gulf of Mexico and South Pacific. 

' ' ' /AS the 
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As the iĥ tfteo of «ŵ fer ceases to operate as a lipitirig fâ iff, fcht 
shortage ef J^hineyy Wcemeé tjî- to 
development and itt machinery take precodoaee. av§r jgiSr 
of investment* When ̂ ricmlture is ctnsflidatid in the se t iwraaV* 
menu #ff first $1 W* 
afterwards (e3pfe|t I» sf$cifi§ i*s$anc$B ff ylaiitatî n |yj>o ̂ riji^tmr?) ia 
lanA impy^tments, «If* 

li f^liiti^f f̂ rping pffCfjBp with the ct*-
stroc.ti.fif ®f dwellings, and inyestmentp in gaeJiin̂ py, if any are • 
of pnljr miffr î p̂ rtâ ce |n the i^Btmenls fcf th|* typ if 
fapjuissr : ... , , : .. 

The s^PHM mchinfry I* m* >y in̂ tx 
although Mexican industry is alresuly producing m^inej^r for t£ 
manufacture of ̂ h$ch feoayy stmeit got 

Thorf now 12 ̂ r̂ oi4tiara| mach$̂ ??y in Mexico, ajul it 
is estimated thai they reprgson̂  a' tojbal investment of a.jqproxim%tely &,557»©OC 
pesos* fhe sross value oí sale; gf their p i n was 7r©99rOGQ pesof 

Most of the plains árs situated in the north, where lato in 
International Harvester established a plant which produces 65 per cent of the 
total production of agricultural implements in Mexico» 

It is estimated that the following units wore produced In 19̂ 9* 
Mechanical and animal drawn mouldboard ploughs . 3,840 
Planters for mai»e and cotton ; 1,910 
Cultivators 11,658 
Seed separators, including threskerB̂ 'r'T̂ *,* 2,066 
Mechanical and animal drawn spiko~tooth harrows 1»800 
Mechanical and animal drawn disc harrows 1»,55Q 
Haulage carts with metal and tyred wheels 

' In addition, yokes, Whippletrees• eving~bars, chains for harness 
and other easily manufactured articles are produced in smaller unspecified 
quantities* 

According to manufacturers of equipment existing plants aré jerking 
at only per pent of capacity, which is attributed partly to the- competition 
of imported products*-

'''' ' /ImportJ 
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Imports 
Dtarlî 'tballast- tén 'féest&pafflAáulttgal^inaotá^^ 

follows: 
I B T S ^ E ^ F 

Imported /Jgr ....•:•. -Bought,, 
whole couafcry free zones Year 1 2 -v/v: . Total- 1" 

19^0 8,ftl j.^iCj iiL'. tiMf y 
19¿vl / •• - Xĵ apffô t-' '•" >i 29,461 
19^2 " ' ' " : C '539- • 1 ¡r.}•-.•:•:¡ • 12,(350. 
193+3 • • -18,308 
19W - "• : ' 1¿551' : . 29,9̂ 2 
19̂ 5 ' t,9óé' y' y- ••'••••. 29,231-
19̂ 6 38,076 h>m 10,669? 

61,536 66̂ 318.. 
116,233 . 068; ^ - 123,301 

19̂ 9 138,602 152,20 

- Since ;19k3[ the number of tractors imported has risen considerably under 
the stimulus, of econo^^lopi^nt .policy*, - ^F^^0^15 «^rg imported 
while i**- JglfSjthe those imported 
in free rzones* *; Avaixd£m .^gijd,*^ shown machinerŷ  l?ut 
was not so pronounced».- .. .-r . 
Agricultural, credit • ̂. ... • . . 

The r-ediatributiqn of the landaaa result of the Agrarian Reform created 
two types of agricultural holding, th? ejido and the small holding. The economic 
behaviour of the two types has been studied pnljr superficially, but it is 
possible to assess some of their .advantages jand limitations» From the point of 
view of its operation as a productive enterprise} the eJido has serious limitations, 
one of the most important being the snyall size of the ejidal holding, which, 
prevents the maximum utilisation of the ejldatarlo's labour and hampers- the 
introduction of mechanisation^ The financing of̂  ejidai farming consequently 
raises serious problems end M a insult official credit is only partly a loan and 
must to some extent be regarded as a form of subsidy to subsistence farming. On 
the other hand, the loans made by prívate individúala in this type of farming are 

/in most cases 
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in most. casî usurlouft* aa totetwt ratoa of from 10 to 20 per cent a msnth are 
COZBEiOa* 

The small holding ia ln a much- better position as an enterprise, since 
its area permits more effective utilisation of the available resoî rcos, but it 
also suffers frofe a shortage of credit. 
Total volume of agricultural credit in Maxlco 

There id little information regarding the total volun̂  of agricultural 
credit In Mexico. Tbo estimates vhlch have been made are based on^meumpt ions 
which give very different and often contradictory results, depending on the 
person making them. It Is generally accepted that the aggregate cf crop loans 
granted during the farm year ccorresponds to approximately 50 per cent of the 
total value of the harvest. 

It Is estimated that the crop loans made during a farm year are drrr'ved 
from the - following sources: . * . ... 

Source Percentage of total Eate of 
*nprial lending interest 

Semi-official banks 6$ annually 
Private banks 15 . 123& 
Individual lenders 55 10 to 20$ monthly 

The disproportion between the bank loans at relatively low rates of 
Interest and rural mcneylendlng Is an Indication of the difficult financing 
position In vhlch the farmer finds himself and emphasises the need for improved 
credit conditions as an essential step towsrds increased farm Income» 

The available data regarding loans granted show that the volume of 
credit has steadily increased during the lest three years, largely as a result of 
the expansion of the cultivated area. During the period under review, the volume 
of agricultural credit was a3 follows: 

Year Millions of pes6s Index 
191*8 511*5 100 
191*9 589,5 . 115 
1950 700.0 156 5 

This estimate' covers loans made by the following Banks: Banco Nacional 
de Crédito Agrícola, Banco Nacional de Crédito Bjidál, Banco de Comercio Exterior 
and private banks. "' 

/Braco Nacional de 
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3gnco Nacional de Crédito Ejidal.S.A» 
It is estimated that this Bank deals with approximately 55 per cent of 

the '"country *s organised- e jidatarlos -p l̂ Q̂ 'oixb'"of a totals of 501,188 organised 
ejidáterios / it dealt .with only 272,̂ 3̂ .,.. The operations :£f the Banco Ejidal 
covered roughly o.̂ie ̂ quarter of all the ejidal lands. In 19^9, 168 millions were 
lent in the fbria of crop loans and 12 million or 6.7 per cent of the total in the 
'Zovxx'of • improvement- loans*; Jns:-19U9 a:%o%elmo£ 202/millions (82 per cent) was 
lent in the form of crop Ippns: and 28 millions (l̂  per cent) in the-form of 
improvement>l£ianev The loans granted for clearance \añd Irrigation/to a value 
of mxk million "pesos ¿ .made possible an .inbrease of 80,000 hectares inthe area 
of cleared'" land*. . tv-r . ' 0 " • ' 

' Cotton receiyed/^hé largeót volume of loans, - A comparison of the 
loans granted £pr cbtton Iĉ áns for thQ,'production pf maize and wheat is given 
beloWn-' vV- 5 :-;v Crop loé&á1'?or 

' . . v maizé; end wheat oC^tton cfrog l l o a r a , ^ total - 0Qmblned - ̂  Qf total r 
I9Í:8 v ' $ M ^ 1 ? > 7 2 0 ' ^ 1 9 * 8 .. ̂  " 75-3 . bo.k • 
19̂ 9 • ^8,579>988 26.8; :f;\ 79.2 36^ 

: Mt,ails of the types of.. lpans effected by the Banco de Credit© Ejidal 
in-19^8 and 1949 ere given in* the Table in the Appendix, 

, Table Wo, 
Mexico* - Operations of the Banco Ejidal by types of loan 

- 19^- 19̂ 9 ,..t .... 
(in thousands"'of PéSos) 

Type of loan I9WJ 19^9 -
, ' * Amount $ Amount $> . 

Crop ' ' ; 168,389 90,9 ; 167,351 82.6 
Improvement 12,366 6,7 .28,613 lj!-.l 
Mortgage 31 3,119 1.5 
Collateral 2,071 1.1 1,901 0,9 
Direct 2 >296 ..JUJ 1,8^5 __0»9 
Total 185,092 100,0 202,829 100,0 

Source; Report, of the Banco Nacional dé Crédito Ejidal, < I9U8/1949. 
/ í <.<:* •' 

/Banco Nacional 
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Banco Nacional de Crédito Agrícola y Ganadero, S.A, 
The ítepk1̂  ̂reports show that In 19fcS it lant » total of 11% 1 million 

pesos, 73.6 millions in the form of Improvement loans and Ul,5 millions In the 
foHi of jjrop loans. In 1949 the total rose to 178 millions, 85*6 be lag Improvement 
and 6lo7 crop loans. 

In I9U8, approximately per cent of the insprovement loans vera used 
to clear land to an area of 55*92^ hectares; 30 per cent vaa used for works 
ar?d equipment for Irrigation vhlch In most cases Includes the drilling of 
veils and the Installation of pumping units; 24» per cent vas used for the 
.purchase of tractors. In 19^9, the proportion for land clearing declined 
(31 per cent); veil drilling absorbed 30 per cent and Zk per cent vas used 
fcr pttrchasing tractors, 

Tri the case of crop loans during the years under reviev, loans to 
finance the groving of cotton took first place, being respectively 39 per cent 
and 58 per cent of the total. The financing of vheat and malze took second place, 
their combined percentages being 35«1 'pw cent and 25.1 per cent respectively. 
Thus it can be seen that vhlle loans for cotton production shov a constant upvard 
trend, the relative Importance of loans for maize and vheat production is 
tending to diminish. (See Tables 7, 8 and 9), 

The report of the Banco Nacional de Crédito Agricola y Ganadero 
for 19^8 gives the following explanation of the importance of the loans to 

/Table No. 8 • 
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.ŷy'l Vyy. ¡j. >) V • —f V* 4,i.'.-w;,'.v.VJkV.i*. 

'f; i;-: rK-iJ-:,.. 

•m 

Crops and other 
investments 

Totals 
Cotton 
Mala© 
Wheat 
Beans 
Rice 
Sesame 
Potatoes 
Chili 
Alfalfa 
Rehabilitation of pasture 

lands 
Peanuts' 
Chickpeas 
Fruit tr.ee.s 
Barleŷ/tr;.;̂;..̂  
Linseed 
Coffee 
Oats 
Fertiliser § 
Coconut palm 
Tomatoes r'v- * 
Sugar cane-; , 
Poultry feed: 
Bananas iv:.;' 

J: 
Strawberries 
Flowers 
Sweet Potato 
Onions 
Lentils "" 
Garlic 
Cocoa. , 
Other (a) 
0>> 

- u M t h S u a ^ p T b f . pesoá}' • :"¡• Areas 
19̂ 8 

61,7̂ 0 5" 41,541 
<1 , : ' 

36,1*07 'SSf:" 16,080 
8,126 W-i'-.W 5,516 

ft an ¿i 
1,938 - 1,123' 
1,633 î'.' 1,961 
1,328 1,635 
867 
609 
546 
429 

• 344 
225 

"215 • 
- .128 . 
120, 

• ' . • 

105 ̂  
89 

\ .7¡fĉw?'-: 

190 

kÜ 
>7 : 

iti.7: 

Xi • 

my: 

'1 > 
0&-Í 

8 -Vl-r 
7 ¿f 
6 ¿*; -
5 ; 7 

-

ifffil;: 

12 
11 

.13: 
24 

6 % 

. 1948 
271,247 222,728 

80,060 63,395 
58,997 • 57,406.; 
- •18,^3 
8,286 ; "kytss-
4,458 5,834 
1,510 1.284 • 
2,593 • :l>755 
1,13̂  • 8̂94. 
2,454 
1,002 1,112 
1,491 466 
636. . 153 

l,6ol 2,740 
717 14 

,: 518 • •. 320 
2,072 1,529 

yr-v 
253 ." 293 
366 - 95 
208 -.-;. 209 

353 
128 .. : 602 

; 40 ' 7 
• 20 

Í 

V 79 . .. 33 
62 206 
27 28 
: 5 -

1 . 
; 17,918 

(a) Refers' tó'̂ lnvestinants v^h-coulál riot be specified as they covered seyey^' ; 

(b-y. tbais¿-/«líâ ted 'iS^^íB^Ueé s»d requirements pfendirig.. at. 3I December >1948* 

Í 
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Table No* 9 
Mexico: Improvement LOOM granted In 1948 and 19^9 by the Banco Racional 

de Crédito Agrícola y Ganadero 
(in thousands of pesos) 

Items Totals 
w 100: 

Totals 73,663 85,689 
Land Clearance 33 ,*2* 26>53* 
Works and equipment for irrigation 15,501 26,061 
Other 8,3*1 1,**1 
Tractors 9,028 23,187 
Other agricultural machinery and implements 2,95* ; 5,58* 
Plantations 1,278 9*0 
Trucks ,688 : 77* 
Buildings 562 297 
Draught animals 53* 286 
Poultry breeding 5*0 93 
finance cotton growing! ''íhis Council approved the granting of crop loans with 
priority for crops considered to be essential for the nutrition of the Mexican 
people; it also tried to limit the areas under cotton In order to restrict the 
crop, without prejudice to clients vbo had been growing cotton for many years; 
but when a large area eminently suitable for cotton was opened up to cultivation! 
therê as no other course but to grant credits; it is for this reason tlyat cotton 
continues to occupy first* place* In fact, the heavy loans granted for cotton 
cannot be justified by the size of the loans for clearing cotton land since 
technically such land is highly suitable for wheat and other products for ' 
domestic consumption* The prospective trend Of world market prices háé taken 
precedence in economic decisions and the possibilities of developing the national 
economy are largely dependent on the conditions of world trade. 

It can be said that most of the credit granted by private banks vas 
used to finance export crops. 

Agriculture which does not receive loans from the e .tidal and private 
banks depends for its financing on usurious loans made by tradesmen in the 
small rural villages* These usurious loans seriously aggravate the precarious 
conditions under which this type of agriculture is carried on and prevent oapital 
accumulation, thus contributing to the stagnation of productivity and the lack of 
technical progress. This type of financing is based on personal acquaintance since 
the existence of cultural barriers impedes the introduction of credit as a /commercial 
1/ Report op. cit* page 
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commercial operation and makes possible the exploitation of .the peasants in the 
poorest areas which are still |iot._incorpprat̂ d ̂into the .moî 't̂ y economy. 
Agricultural.markets ; . r ... . t,. . ¡̂ .j:, 4 

tittle can be said regarding the deyelopment of agricultural markets 
during recent years. Direct and indirect investments in agriculture have 
halped to develop the market, but a$ in the case of credit, the advances have 
been made by export crops and industrial crops for consumption in Mexico. 
In contrast, market conditions for food crops are still marked by serious 
defects of .an institutionaleconomic. character which place the producer in a 
very disadvantageous position. . 

The .opening up,rof new complication and transport routes will help 
to create, more favourable conditions for the organisation of the market for 
agricultural products, as will the building of storage facilities and the 
establishment, of ..plants for cQfcserving perishable á^icultwal products. - : 
Foreign, trade 

During the last three ̂ years the export trade in * ágr'iculttcrál' products 
has increased. The rise in degamd and prices waa pai'ticularly marked during 
the . last months of 1950, espec^^l^ .4®? t̂ e? a?"cotton, coffee and hénequen. 
Table.;No, 10 shows the exports products. ' 

In the case of importB, wheat, the consumption of which increases 
each year, took first place. Imports of tractors, ploughs:Lahd tractor spares 
took.second place and accounted for a substantial proportion'of total imports. 

As long as the United States of America maintains a high level of 
employment, Mexican producers will be able to take advantage of the high 
prices of the American market. ' — * '••• 

Table Wo,.; 10 , . 
. Mexico: . Imports 

Value in millions of,• pesos of,the principal imported agricultural products 
and by-products and agricultural i equlpneñt 

Products M § 19*9 January to October 1950 
Wheat 1*2 - V 225 
Tractors of all types 56 • • 6k „• ' 67 .. 
Wool of all categories 21 k2 ' 30 ' • ̂  " 
Rubber, raw or synthetic 32 -•••• 30 -• ' 33'" ̂  -
Lard - ' " " •'••••• • " f t 20' ..-23 .. 1 9 -v. ..„,...„. 
Ploughs of any types •: r 15 21 

• 

' 19 Spares for tractors " 13 ' ' Powdered milk 2i 16 12 
Hops 4 6 lit 9 
Bar bed.-wire 22 Ik 3 -
Source: Report of the work of the Secretariat of Agriculture and Stock-raising •Mexico 1950 /SUMMARY AMD 
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SUMMARY AKD CONCLUSIOIB 
The ̂increase In direct and indirect investment in agriculture is the 

outstanding characteristic of the period 1948-1950. It is to this that the 
spectacular expansion of the area under cultivation is due and the acceleration 
of the transition from subsistence to commercial agriculture. 

This eSpension has been-.carried out by tnsaas of the rost varied 
techniques; the opening up of new seasonal lands, xcorl̂ d as scon 
as the constructica of new means of consnunicatlon rries them rible; the 
establishment of agricultural enterprises, with heavy irr?estmer¿ por unit' of 
area which maleo une of a very advanced technique and a high dogroe of 
organisation end coordination of the factors of production. 

In particular, the .following.- changes and trends may. b-o- rer&ioasds 
lo Agricultural Income: Agricultural income Increased mare rapidly then the 
national incore during the last decade, vhll& the relative proportion cf tho 
population engaged in agriculture declined. This clearly en increase 
in the productivity of agriculture, 
2, Area harvested: In 19W?-1950, the r.rea harvested increased by 13 per cent. 
This increase was due to the Government's irrigation policy, to the increase in 

• . • / 

agricultural credit and the expansion of t&grb of cotmmnlcatic: rtid trasporto ^ 
Volume of agricultural production: This showed a constant upward ̂ resd, 

noocubly in the case of cotton and other export cropeu The physical voliu-o of 
food crops for domestic consumption fluctuated frort year to ye.er, but tejidod 
to rise. 
kc Devaluation and production costs; The I9U8 devaluation torched thé position 
of exporters who received a net exchange profit of 29 per cent en tho selling 
price. The increase in their costs was easily absorbed, leaving thesi with a 
"margin of profits The increases in the production costs of articles for domestic 
coraumption could not be compensated rapidly or wore compensated only to a 
lesear degree. 

Agriculture for export and for domestic consumption: Corner?farming is 
mainly directed towards production of raw materials end for expert, The 
production of foodstuffs for domestic -consumption ie largely dê c.dsnt on 
traditional farming, which accentuates the variations from yeer to year -end 
results in uncertainty regarding tho supply of food products. 
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6* Supply and demand? The high 'levei of investment, and conseq^ntly of income, 
resulted in increases in demand and consumption. change in the 
composition of the food consumption, which ündoubtedly^f^icte-úl^H^trxm 
farming to other activities. As long3as a high 
.level; ̂ mé^w ah in the .composition of .agricultural p̂ dáüction follow the 
. present tr&Sd, increases in y^^xcti^p. .ŷ ll pĵ -partiaifel̂ ^̂  solve the problem 
of the-domestic supply of' certain too&pfruitfc Vfay.te&epXlWgiven''to1 lâ iculture 
for ex̂ yort-and the üttcert:f̂ y(t̂ ougíi natural c^uses.)^^oci^ed with farming 
for consumption, will intensify the need : f o r • ' 
,7jriM*ic^lturalfceá': 'f^i^^iwéa^ fa 'pá&k&á general upward trend 
ijV̂ Se''ease of 'certain export the-, cĝ e. of foodstuffs1 the relative 

-ittO'Ó®® and tf$- ^^smft^p^tentbd their prices 
f̂rô r̂Mifag at tlfî  sfetó' rate the fr ip̂ a Lproduéts: áftfi' tÜe general 
price index. .When harvests vggrg ^ ^ ^ ^ r e m a l n a d stable. 

^ ^ agricuitû .̂ -Iĵ fl̂ ffientis 'in ̂riculture 
v^ücét^ hígtie# ̂ I f e i ; $ 0 the- pr^úctioh of 

f oc^taoá^-í^^ apiriefé't̂d* case-tfxere have been 
heavy investments ' in -lbáñsi the" latter •has' 
iáb&dffSeé̂ élatitfely' small î e'd"mainly for- the íífmprQve-
m^ét ̂ d"01#ibutíon of éepd. V:,,:. s.-- ; ' <r 
9^ -^riculti^al "credit : The r.olvm of crp̂ lir̂ offeŝ .̂ by' semiofficial and 
private banks has incree^d pé^ ce'it since 19̂ 8. 

s f d i " thxs, about 50^5-cgint of t.he¿.<J2e©ditÉf.--tb -a^loültuye is derived. 
W^iÉndividü^ ;chargloe;̂  exorbitant gates'Of interest. This hampers . 
th3 accumulation of capital in. f̂ rpiix̂ . the fact* that official , 
policy tends'"'Vo encourage loans for the production of foodstuffs, the increase 
in demand and the rise in pripe.Svpn .the wcaíld; -ttí̂kê '-'lí̂ e''ĉ  ibá̂  flow .0̂;. 
•̂cr̂ dH"̂ ŵ •;Jncivütí̂ g' that of official institutions towards the fiiiancing-,̂ -̂

^or-export. 
iv 

•«'••»-,' ¿V •"'»,. 4..' > I.-',"».» 

* 

siiíí •St-'-'íiíI \ /III, PUBLIC FINAICE 
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APPENDIX II 

The monetary situation 
Backpound ( 1 9 ^ ) 

The steady expansion of themoney supply which began la. eofeMftii*& 
without Interruption until 19̂ 5* The scansion 1fam at first moderate and did 
not exceed an average of 100 million pesos a year* From 19^2 onwards, however, 
the process gathered momentum and the expansion was veil in excess of 
500 million pesoe annually» 

Metallic currency vhlch twenty years ago accounted for two-thirds of 
all the money In circulation gradually declined In Importance to less than 
2 per oent in 19̂ 5* This faet ie essentially to he explained by the constant 
upward trend in the price of silver on the international market vhlch had led to 
the demonetization of such coinage at various times. 

Before 1935 notes were of little significance in the money supply but 
since 1935 have accounted for more than one-third of the total, partially and 
to an. increasing extent compensating for the decline in the circulation of 
silver currency* 

Another virtually new element has been the expansion of bank deposite 
in recent years (a fact revealing obvious progress In the development fit the 
habits of the public) to such an extent that in 19^5 they accounted tor more 
than half of the total money supply* 

During the late world war, the money supply vas subject to powerful 
expansion forces — the large surpluses In the balance of payments, on the one 
hand, and, on the other, the adoption by the Government of an extensive 
programme of public works and industrial development* To these factors was added 
the expansion of bank credit. 

Study of the data relating to Mexico* e international transactions frets. 
1939 to 19U5 show that during the period there was a spectacular rise in .the 
monetary reserve of approximately 335 million dollars. 

The trade balance was adverse during most of the period, since, 
there vas a steady increase In the value of exports, a large volume of 

importe vas required to meet the needs of internal economic! growths* 

/ During this 
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s During tbls period, in addition to the foreign exchange obtained from 
the export of commodities, the fatdurábXe'b^iíeé on accouát of 'inyiáiblés, 
consisting principally 0 f tourist expenditure in Mexico and the remittances 
sent by migrant workers to' üÜeir' f¿Miles','" títe valúe of golá. and' silver 
production were employed to" obver the'"cost t>f ̂Mexi'óô e inserts- of merchandised 

To these ltchis 'was Wded?a aiiiáú^tca^itíál' iñtrW^ofed 
into the country during tho period; owing to its peculíáí^SéíSure>fl-lgbt 
capital brought little or no advantage'' 'to* the" productive • proc$Bs> -since all v . more .. , 
that it sought in Mexico 'wĉs" greater "Security a r i d / f a t r e a t m e n t 
than that afforded iu the :;:elligereut or ne^t^al nations freía whióh'ltf wa-s-'• 
ejeportede ^ '' 

It would Lif.ve pos Bible to ease the pressure on the iztéáéy supply 
exerted by the favorable bal&ncq. of paymonts; this inflationary factor \ 
however, strengthened 'by 'tiú*'"' liaók of an '.̂ áê ú̂ te Tiscal policy and the 
i.otorminS:tion not to slow d'ówri the public works programme.' 
Table 1 Me:¿">-os C&uses of variations in "the circulati^, medium _ ' " "•*» «... Ill • M, I 1 11.11 . .»• ,jj 11 * I I . w—a.»II'»•»•*«» 

.originated by bat&s* 
{in millions of pesos) 

Years ' Annual ''vatf iat?.ons in'" ""Gauees of varietion 
the circuJLatiag medium ... '.•... Exfcercai. origin. Jjaternal origin 

1939 lh%b • r ' ••••' " " ••••• 7*3 itó.l 
19*0 179M • 11^.5 65a2 

S04J, ' k02 199*9 
5-iá,5 215.7 325» 8 

19*3 867,8 662*5 205.3 
X&h 629*1 ' 205,6 U23c5 
Awrce j ^n^o de Mexico, S^A0 

In fact, between 1939 and 19^5, a br.sLget deficit of more than 1 
800- million pesos was accumulated and had to be financed by the issue of Internal 
Funded. Public Debt bends and Treasury Certif icates. 

The .deficit- incurred by the Federal Government can be explained-by the 
fact that ordinary revenue increased relatively slowly, since it was maintained 
at more or less th© same proportion to national income, rhllo expenditure 
increased mo??o rapidly, especially in the last two years of the period. 

The fall in receipts from import duties .was not compensated by a 
corresponding rise in receipts from export taxes, with the result that, while in 
the early years of the war taxes on external trade accounted for one~third of 

/ total federal 
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total federal retenue they accoi&ted for little more than a quarter tHé 
closing years of iké war. • > 

The yield of taxeé & mibk áéclitoed in irelatî  iériiis 
during the closing years of the war, followed a similar, although less marked, 
tretd, as did ifche fttaap te*; tocafte te* totaled its relative yield 

the eazae period. 
In each of these years, budget expenditure exceeded revenue, as a 

result of the increasingly large appropriations for the promotions of education, 
agriculture and communications. 

At the same time, State grants and subsidies (1939-19̂ 5) and interest 
and amortization payments on the public debt together required more than one-
third of the total budget expenditure. 

In addition to these factors, the Investments in securities and loans 
and rediscounts effected by the Back of México, played an Important part In the 
expansion of the money supply. The Bank Invested 330 million pesos under these 
heads In 19kk and 270 million In 19^5. 

More than kO per cent of the Bank of Mexico1 s investments in 19^-^5 
were applied to the purohase of bank shares and bonds, mortgage bonds, and 
shares and other securities from companies and individuals. 

In 19hk$ 95 par cent of the credit granted was represented by short-
tern paper and rediscounts, and 5 per oent by loans to banks. In 19̂ 5* loans to 
banks accounted for 80 per cent, short-term loans and rediscounts for 17 per cent, 
and loans to the federal Government for the remaining 3 per cent. 

While the favourable balances on international transactions and the 
Federal Government deficits were acting together to expand the money supply, the 
Bank of Mexloo decided to use the means at Its disposal to prevent the 
stimulation of the Inflationary tendencies of the Mexican economy by aii over-
expansion of credit* The policy of using reserve requirements as a more 
effective means of regulating bank credit iras therefore adopted. 

/ As a 
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v v Ap Sí . first stePp it was decided oa Ir August 19l»0 to raise the . reserve 
requirements t>c 10 per cent and on 13 May 19^1 they were again raised to 15 per 
ĉ 4i...,,Apting under the Act: of 31 May. 19^1/ the Bank of Mexico continued to 
raise, reserve requirements; until in 19^5 it was 50 per cent for deposit "banks in 
the Federal District, kO per cent for banks in cities where there was a branch 
of;;-bhe:̂ aiík Ô Í̂ Mexico, van4 35 per cent for banks in cities where there TOS no 
branch of the centralbant, The regulationsalso applied to savings banks, but 
.in their case the maxiinum compulsory reserve ..requirements was 10 per cent. 
Reference will be. made b^Low to recent regulations on the subject. 

The volume of credits extended by the banks in 1939 and 19W exceeded 
the total amount of their obligations, but after the regulations regarding 
reserve requirements came into force the propprtion of ..credits to obligations 
began to fall until in 19*4-5 they were a little over, two-thirds of total 
Obligations. '..-•/ 

The annual rate of turnover of current. accounts fell rapidly frcrn 1939 
to 19^5 and reached its lowest point in the latter yeaj?. 

Comparison of the flares .for the cmpulsoag^ reserve and for the 
actual reserve deposited tiy banks with the Bank of Mexico shows that there was 
a surplus of reserves increasing to a peak in 19̂ 5*. 

The banking system Increased its liquidity; this was largely due to 
the fact that it was impossible to employ the funds which were being deposited 
in increasing amounts by the public, since, except for certain types of 

ft'' 
speculative investment in commercial paper and real estate, operations in other 
sectors were almost completely suspended as a result of obstacles created by the 
war* The successive increases in tho reserve requirements also helped to 
freeze a considerable portion of the funds held by banks. 

Prices began to rise in an uneven rate as early as 193?, but the 
greatest increases undoubtedly occurred in the war years, in particular in 19^3 
and 19Mt when the annual rate rof increase was between 20 and 22 par cent. 

After the depreciation of the peso in 1938, prices began to rise 
slowly until 19^1, after which there was a sharp upswing which reached its peak 
In 19^3-19^0 Although prices continued to advance in 19^5, the rate of advance 
was less than in the two preceding years. 

',7. / The behaviour 
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Tka beharioúr of prices-might "be explained "by the steady expansion of 
money-incomes coupled with ]the,relative decrease 'ir; thQ 6uiDply of goodg owing to 
the combined effect óf heavy Alports and the restriction of ' ittpoofte; - • 'This 
situation was made'more acute the changes in the" distribution of money 
incomes resultingftom inflation, which greatly favoured! certain groups of the 
population. >. . —: . Y-ín.̂  f-r--" 0 • 

The workers o'btainod some imr̂ ó̂ eaiá'nts in tlaeir nominal wages thaiiks tc 
the combined effect of the prbgwsn ittide by the national economy, higher prices, 
the protective action of'the-r&atfc.'anil̂  tríade-utiíon pressure; nevertheless as a 
result of the steady rise in the ::ébet* éf^ifa&p which has™ increased more" 
rapidly than nominalWages1all̂ r̂éal'̂ áges fell sharply, especially in 19^2-^. 
The present situation (I9b6^0) ' ^ ^ 

Tho etui oí the. sédónd WprJA' tyiv...n^r^gd the beginning of a new phase the 
principal characteristics of'$hiCli, from tho monetary, point of view, will'be 
considered below. • • • 'i../"- .. V: . :uj-? -';. ó.';. V ¡.V.u::. •• 

In the first ótage, covering the. years. 19 -5 and 19^7, the expansion of 
the money supply, which had. béeni sj^taip^^íp^over ten years, was interrupted 
and replaced by a contraction'o^ balance of payments* this 
movement was, however, largely offset by ijie Internal expansion resulting, from 
a substantial budget deficit., . ; / ! , " v.. 

Demand deposits fell, by;̂ approximately 200 million pesos, while the 
' volume of notes decreased by only 35. milXiQU. On the other hand, the volume of 
coin in circulation increassd by 70 r-illion jesos sine? new; coinage . was Jssued 
to replace part of the ̂ 50 million pesos worth of silver currency the 
'deirbnetization of which was decreed in 19̂ 5» 

As the causes of the shortage of imports disappeared,'which tod been 
deferred for a long time gathered momentum; the resulting disequilibrium in-
the balance of trade was so great that in the two year period 19^6^7 alone'the 
excess of inserts over exports was almost twice as great as the accumulated 
adverse balance from 1939 to 19̂ 5 • 

The favourable results of gold and silver production and invisibles, 
principally tourist expenditure and workers1 remittances were.not sufficient to 
offset .this adverse balance, despite the fact that tourist expenditure and . 
remittances were much higher than in any previous year* The exodus of short-term 
capital, which began in 19^,. continued̂  although its effect on the money supply 
was. partly neutralized by receipts of other, and particularly long-term, capital» 
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For the two years, 19^6 and 19^7* the adverse balance of payments was 
250 million dollars. 

With the expansion of credit to finapce; the heavy imports, the private 
hanks began to lose liquidity rapidly, since the Sank of Mexico maintained 
reserve requirements at a high level, and at the same time adopted a selective 
credit policy to channel credit towards productive activities, in 
particular agriculture and industry* 

Circular J7e* 10*6 of 2̂1- December 19-̂ 6 authorized deposit and discount 
banks and savings bc;r¿&s to iavest up to 15 per; cent of the legal deposits in 
certificates cr promiscry notes issued by the Nacional Financiera, Banco 
J^oional de and Mncy Mo-ioml^Ap Crédito Agrícola. 

Banks established in %hé; more ŝtock-raising areas were 
permitted to invest part of 'pQjtjftS* . in ;ipans to cattle farmers. 
In special cases ̂  'tfera to mateé* invc>:£tei9nts, subject to the saine 
conditions, in credit-3 ag*alsuXtui-e and related industries^ 

On the other* hand? the Sank of Mexico expressly recommended that 
deposit and discount Verdes should on no account grant commercial credits for 
the importation.of r^tcr. cars,: refrigerators, furs, wine, and similar articles. 

-tl^e wzis a rei/iftrkable increase in the value of imports to 
93 P®r cent above th? 19^5 lovel* In tho same period, however, loans granted 
b.rprivate banks rose by eri,y 29 per cent, a fact which is to be explained by 
tho utilization of idle funds accumulated during the war-

In order to prevent the balance of payments deficits from leading to 
a Inflationary situation, the Government accelerated its Investments in public 
works, for whizh 360k per cant of the total net expenditure was appropriated 
In-19h6 and 38,2 per i:ent ia 19^7* 

Although a surpluo of 1-+5 million pesos was obtained in 19^6, the 
next fiscal year closed with an estimated deficit of approximately 191 miliiofc 
pe^os, which was met by issuing Internal Public Debt Bonds. : 

. a:" 

/ Table 2 
•E^odmt jo OHIBA ©qq. UT doap posfrxwa B ¿q uaqq! s^odx© peeoeaoa* JCq SS©T p©A©tqo* 

V SBft ŝ ueatted jo eoaetBq jo amiaqnptó© ©q$ jo aoiq.Baoq.sea eqi 
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Table 2 Mexico: Causee of variation lp the circulating medium originated 
by hanks 

(millions of pesos) 
Years Annual variations In the Causes of variation 

circulating medium —" External Internal 
origin origin ' «MMMMMMB m h m n h m i 

19^5 229.6 bkl.2 - 217.6 
19^6 - 78.7 -507*^ 1*28.7 
19^7 - 22.1 -53^.2 512.1 
19^8 505.1 -lQk.3 609 
19^9 wl.0 U23.O 38.0 
1950 
Source: Banco de Mexico, S.A. 

Prices, the upward movement of which began to slacken in I9I45 regained 
Impetus in 19^6 and froín 19^7 on fell very slowly owing to the continuing effect 
of monetary factors. 

In 19^8 the expansion of the money supply was resumed although the 
annual rate of increase did not reach the level of the war years; nevertheless, 
by September 1950/ there were 1,1*00 million more pesos In circulation than In 
19Wi. Of this amount, 10 pet cent consisted of metallic currency vhlle the 
remainder vas divided almost equally between notes and current accounts. 

At the disequilibrium in the balance of payments continued In 19^8, 
the money supply might reasonably have been expected to contract but the adoption 
of energetic measures to correct the disequilibrium, the expansion of credit and 
the substantial budget deficit of that year wholly neutralised this force and 
even led to monetary expansion• 

Substantial changes in the tariff system, put into effect in 19^7, 
prohibited the Importation of goods classed as luxury items and reduced other 
non-essential imports to a minimum. 

The effectiveness of the measures previously adopted was greatly 
strengthened by the devaluation of the Mexican peso on 22 Jüly 19^8, when the 
Bank of Mexico withdrev from the foreign exchange market. 
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Greater advances might perhaps have been made in the value of exports, 
under the ̂ rot«ction of ;deyaluation,if in the first half of 19U9 there bad not 
been a fall in the United States prices of items, such as industrial metals and 
agricultural products, which constitute the bulk of Mexican exports. 

As a result of the changes in foreign trade, 'é favourable balance of 
payments vas obtained in As;in previous years, the fiiost important 
surplus items in. the balance of payments were gold and silver production, 
tourist expenditure and workers' remittances. 

. In. the second. ;̂ alf of 1950, events in Korea brought an improvement in 
the business., situation, reserves, rose to; war-time teVelB as the result of 
a heavy inflow of capital;which was exported to Mexico in an attempt to avoid 
the new regulations necessitated by the existing emergency. 

Import prohibitions ai$ resi^ became less rigid in the second 
half of 1950 because pf the strengthened from the increase 
in reserves, and shortly afterwards the authoittdes announced the complete 
withdrawal of the regulations in view of thé fact that the'situation which led 
' to their imposition no longer existed. 

There was a marked increase in the demand for almost all export 
products and ..in their pieces on the international market. The rises were most 
marked in the casê of .minerals, cotton, Coffee and other agricultural and live-
stock products• 

The volumes of goods exported, which were.rising rapidly from January 
to September 1950, are a further expression of 1 the same'phenomenon resulting 
from the international situation. 

The inflationary tendency of the nátlónél economy could not have been 
eliminated merely by correcting the disequilibrium it) the balance of payments; 
it was .also, essential to adjust the public finances to ensure that there would 
not be, a deficit in most financial years and to: control* bank credit in order to 

r 

direct it into non-speculative activities. 
: It may.:be said.that the-Government'ó tax policy from 1939 to 

had insufficient impact on the consumption and investment Capacity of the 
private economy to allow, the public, works programme to be carried out without 
resorting to deficit spending1 y 

.. . if. : :/in recent • 
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In recent years (19I47-1950) government revenue has constituted an 
Increasingly largé piropbHlon of the national income in terms ox money, having 
risen from 8.^per cint in }939 to It¡2 pétf céot in 19̂ 9. This was made 
possible by/eff<Ŝ í¿ |ade> with véty ¿atisfa¿tdí̂  ̂ éUtl^, to Improve tfétfcóás 
of tax collection ánl admlnlstráiidtii Néií &búíc£ÍÍ '<é revenue were established̂  
and an atmosphere conducive td ióttétf ¿éláil^á-itttM^'^ié Éíáié áiitl táxpáypíi 
vas created. 

•Among the numerous tax reforms, the most important were the measures 
establishing the 19 per eent ad valorem tax on exports, the Excess Profits Tax 
Act, the amendments to the Income Tax Act, the Act respecting tax on the income 
of automobile assembly plants, and the replacement of the Stamp and Purchase-
Sales Tax by the Business Income Tax. 

There vas a remarkable rise in government revenue when the fiscal 
reforms described began to take effeot; tax receipts increased 6 per cent 
from 19k6 to 19̂ 7, 10 per cent from 19V7 to !9kB, and 38 per cent from 19^8 to 
19̂ 9 • It is estimated that the percentage will continue to increase in the 
1950 fiscal year. 

During these years, foreign trade continued to contribute one-fourth 
of total Federal revenue; taxes on industry and income accounted for over one-
third of the total the remainder being derived from the business tax, profits 
and other taxes, proceeds and duties. 

Ike Internal Public Debt, which, bad risen considera"!::7 from 19̂ 6 to 
19̂ 8, remained stationary in 19*»9 and 1950, and, in the case o^ "-e domestic 
floating debt, decreased as amortizations exceeded new borrowings. 

Prior to I9k9 the Government bad not realized Its objective of 
balancing the budget at a level at which it would be unnecessary to reduce its 
Investments In communications, education and the utilization of water resources. 
In that year, however, a surplus of 133 million pesos was obtained and it is 
estimated, on the basis of the preliminary figures available, that in 1950 the 
surplus will be not less than 20w million pesos. 

In the last two years, the public finances have ceased to be one of 
the traditional inflationary forces threatening the Mexican ecor^y and their 
resources are being used with Increasing efficiency to soften the impact of 
monetary devaluation and to correct the effects of the balance of payments 
position. 

/The Bank 
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The Bank of Mexico*s credit policy has beet) designed to maintain the 
quantitative restrictions already imposed on the private banks and the earlier 
"regulations have been othere iftt&i&ed;'tb; channel -bank credit 
towards the develojaíéntr;,6í ̂ • ifiÂÉrt̂ f̂erî-px̂ ô  v v 

*' Prior to 30- September 19^9, the -private" b&feks'weire súbjó'ét to the : 
following regulations^ - : •• • - -- * ••"" '• •'•-

(a) Iri the cape*vof^bM^ in the FedeimleI>'istrict; the compulsory 
deposit was 50 per cent; • Óf: this amount/up tó 10pérl!óént could be invested in 
Government securities, Nacional Financiera participation certificates and 
mortgage bonds of the - Banco: Kációti'ál Hipotecario bonds; banks were- authorized 
to invest a -further 10 per cetit' in financial bilis and other securities; so that 
the- actu&l compulsory deposit was only-30 per cent ¿ * : ! ' 

(b) In the case of banks in places where there was a branch of the 
Bank of Mexico, the óompülsóry legal deposit was:I45 peí cent, but-1 banks bad the 
right io invest up to 7 per " cent, of this amóúnt^ 
Nacional Financiera participation éértifíéátes áiáji/ bQiádá' of'the•Banco'Nacional 
Hipotecarlo; in addition, up to 8 ̂  r e m M te invested iiTf financial bills 
or o the?'authorized se6urifciéé|to 10'^ in-agricultural̂  ióans. The 
actual compulsory deposit wás ttóe c t ó l y ' . ^ í - o ^ n i • 

(c) In the casé'!bf batiks in-£taceŝ iíéref!the£e iíaé'-nb branch ;of the 
Bank of Mexico, the compulsory legal deposit was'^pei* céñt:,-up to 5 per cent ? 

of which could be invested i-n ̂ vernmeni: securitie'Naoional Financiera 
participation certificateé •••étóS-bonds óf ih'e Banco Ifeclonáí élpgtecarló. . An 
additional 5 per cent could USé ftfvéSt̂ l̂ lia • tfínáfc'fiííai*i:blil£"orMother*fcuihorized 
securities; and a further'TO per'cent' in • -ln:tb$ preceding 
case, the actual compulsory depóéit' wéó'ó^ 

* 'With á view to preventing Undue expansion of bank credit following the 
devaluation of the peso in July 191+9, the Bank of Mexico established;that as 
from 30 September 19^9 deposit bsitíké must -constitute Preserve of 100 per cent . 
of tbeír'-depositó' 'ábd robll¿atribn0''/i5n l'TSatiotí̂ >uí̂ fiOy, ••te-'BXcéss of those held -
on that date. It' wás* further provided 'tliát-'-í̂ d̂clifontí' of ̂tlsé1 legal deposit " 
of up to 70 per cent would be!'permitted ̂ arriviáed'equfvélérit amoúiíts rWeré 
invested in equipment órrcro$ TtiáSjé W f :i<§íms of not \ess,rt&Sn%n^: or "v¡óve than 
two years, in improvements loans or credits for terms 6f not̂ riróré thati five 
years, or in s é b u r i t i é l á ^ ^ n o t ¿ e a s t two"-yeársí: 

' ' .-rr^xrr o-'vv:; w~*n ** ; - /Ae a result 
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As a result of these measures, the investments in securities of the 
deposit and savitogs banks increased by more than 51* per cent between,19̂ 7 
19̂ 9i Investments in finénóiaí securities róée most sharply, the voiuxae in 
19**9 being four áud óne-tiáíf tímeó greater thán tüé 1S¡Jí7 figuró. 

The total volume of oredit granted by deposit and savings institutions 
also rose from 1,221* million pesos in I9U7 to 1,699 million pesos in .191*9, i.e. 
an increase of 29 per cent. . 

The volume of the investments in securities made by the deposit, and . 
savings banks, compared with the total volume of credit granted by tben, qivo-ws 
a marked advance, having risen from only 27.6 per cent in 191*7 to 30-7 por cent 
in 19J*9. 

The Bank of Mexico for itb part helped to improve the financial 
position of the private banks by increasing its investment in bank, industrial 
and private securities; since 19**7 it has devoted more than .four-fifths of its , 
credits-to short-term paper and rediscounts» 

The annual velocity of demand deposits which began to .increase in 
velocity in 19U6, continued to do so during the following years, reaching the 
peak for the whole period in l$k9m1950* a f&ot vhich helped to offset the 
effects of the restriction of credit. 

Examination of the figures for clearing transactions may be c£ value 
in bringing out some of the present trends in bank credit. 

Between 19̂ 6 and I9U9 both the number and the value of items. 
presented for clearing increased visibly (by abput 28 per cent during the 
period). The Mexico City clearing house cleared 73 per cent of all items, 
representing 83 per cent of-the total value, the remainder being cleared by 
clearing houses outside Mexico City* 

In 191*9, as a result of the Bank of Mexico's regulations poncsrniog 
deposit requirements, there was an Increase in the activity of. clearing bouses 
outside Mexico City and the total number and value of ..the i teas cleared 
increased by 21* and 25 per cent> respectively, over the previous year. 

The foregoing description ,of monetary developments between 1945 and 
1950 may be summarized as follovs: 

At the end of the late world war, there ves a marked disequilibrium in 
the balance of payments as a result of the heavy imports, effected in 19̂ 6, 191*7 
and 191*8. 

/This fact 
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This fact would certainly have led to a serious contraction 5Of; the money 
supply if it had not been largely offset by extensive government investment in 
public works. 

In 1948 the expansion of the money supply vas resumed as a result of 
the reduction of imports / coupled with.the devaluatiop, ;of the peso in July 1948. 

Baric < credit, á̂ ^ to quantitative control by the Bank of 
Mexico, nevertheless contributed to monetary expansion through its investments 
in agriculture, stotó-mising andiridustry. 
Table 3 . : Mexico: Distribution by purpose of credits granted by deposit banks 

(Percentages) >t , 
Years-7 - Total . 'Industry Agriculture Stock* Mining Total Commerce 

(millions - - raising Production, 
Of' PeSOS) ' ' .. 

1944 824 1*6.77 1,3*07" 3^92 0.75 58.51 41.1*9 
1945 . 971* ' : • 37-05 11.7.4 * 3.84 . 0 , 5 8 . 53,21 - 1*6.79 
191*6 1,009. 36JS9 • '9.15 ' 3.71 0.1*7 50.02' 1*9.98 
1947 2,081 1*1.62 .5*38 -2.00 2.16' 51.16 48.81* 
1948 : 4i;53 5.84 2.53 1.68 51.58 - - 48.42 

- 3>Í00: - -.36^5 , - 5^9V 2.57 1-53 1*6.1*6 53.51* . 
1950^: • 3/442 36,68-, : 7.16. . 2.52 0.42 46.78 53-22 
Source: Comiston Naciobál-Bancarla: Bolétln Estadístico (íigures supplied by 

the Banco de Mexico) 
Hoter , .g/Balances for December of each year . srr;:: 

. . b/ June '•„.;: ;: .... .. • r- .; •• r. • 
l®en'a ̂  achieved in 1949, the 

Government set itself the tajsk of countering its inflationary effects by avoiding 
budget defici'té; it was thus possible to absorb some,of the money in circulation 
originating in the increase in the reserve resulting from the improvement in 
external trade' relations. a . 

On the outbreak of hostilities in Korea in June 1950* the economic 
repercussions of the conflict begat) tomake themselves felt In Mexico. 

r̂i the firstplace,^ thê e v̂ as; a very-substantial increase in"the demand 
for products regarded as strategic, accompanied by a rise in their prices on the 
international market. 

While the export trade was being stimulated by these developments, 
importers, fearing restrictions on the production and sale of certain essential 
articles, which were already being announced in the United States, hurried to 
place their orders in good time, in an attempt to cover themselves against any 
emergency. /At the 
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At the same time* Moxlco began to receive large amounts of capital, 
which vere attempting to escape fro® the fiew conditions imposed by the inter-
national situation in their countries of origip. 
all po3sible stops "to prevc:;c fundamental disturbances in the. .actors of >he 
Mcrican economy such as,excenrite and unwarranted price rises; 'o check as far 
as possible or c>l. arwise to <? vlth shortages in the supply 0:1 raw materials 
for industry of articles for gone ral consumption, and to elirinate the danger 
that the present abnormal situation, which may deteriorate, may ̂ ause grave loss 
to tho people asd to important sectors of the Mexican economy." 

An Act approved by Congress in December 1550 empowered the Executive 
to intervene in "Indus''trial or commercial operations concerning articles the 
production or distribution of which was of great importance to the economy of 
the country, in addition to fixing maximum prices, the Government may order the 
freezing'of prices, prevent the cornering of commodities, and order the sale of 
goods at prices not exceeding the authorized ceilings; raw ©ateríais and 
materials hell by manufacturers to supply their factories for not more than one 
year are excepted. 

The Government may also Institute rationing, establish priorities and 
specify the use to whlctf ~naolltles fchóuld be put. It is authorised to reduce 
imports or ê rpoitc If the conations, of the national economy so require, and 
may decree the temporary trying over of Industrial establishments in order to 
maintain or increase production. 

In virtue of this Act, the Inderal Executive Issued a decree df 
2 January X9pl "hich provides that the prices of a number of articles may not be 
raised by producers or merchants. The list includes staple foodstuffs, widely 
use<L c* c^thlng, rr.;; materials éssentlal to Mexican Industry, paroducts 
of b^aic Industries and articles produced by Important branches of Mexican 
industry-. 

/in view 
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In view of the improvement in the reserve, external trade restrictions 
were gradually relaxed from the second half of 1950, and in early 1951 jail: 
prohibitions and restriction*? ¿were withdrawn, the protection of natural industry 
being ensured by an. appropriate tariff system. 

Later, in the middle of January 1951, the Secretary of Finance 
announced an anti-inflationary programme which contains "the following measures 
designed to diminish thedetrimental effects that might arise from the excess 
of money in circulation": 

l v (a) As from î idajr̂  12 January 1951, any increase in bank 
deposits must be deposited in, full with the Bank of Mexico to ensure its complete 
sterilisation, thus.avoiding further monetary expansion. 

, 2a.. To ensure the c(Wtinuing availability of increasingly ample 
credit for agricultural and industrial production, the following regulations 
have been issued; 

•-(a) .A bank whose deposits have riot reached a sum equal to ten 
times the amount of its capital, will continue to be governed by 
the present system, until that ratio, is reached. 

, (b) The Bank of .Mexico will rediscount for private banks any 
loan for a term not exceeding one year granted for imports needed 

.. v. by industry or agriculture or any merchant specializing in such 

(c) The Nacional Financiera will rediscount for private banks 
any improvement credits for a term exceeding one year that such 
banks may make for the importation of machinery or equipment. 

3. (a) To facilitate imports required by the Government, the 
MAclonal Financiera will open credits for the account of official departments or 
decentralized agencies to enable them to obtain immediately any imported goods, 
required by their programmes and provided for in their budgets. 

k. (a) The Secretariat of Finance has instructed the Bank of Mexico 
and the National Banking Commission to require banks to enter into prior 
consultations regarding any operation of this type to ensure that approval 
is given only to operations which are not prejudicial to the national economy 
in the present situation. 

. /Conclusion 
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Copciufllon : V 

Mexico has in recent years acquired valuable experience in dealing with 
and solving its monetary problems, which are not greatly different from those 
of the majority of underdeveloped countries which are seeking to promote their 
economic development with all possible speed . 

The measures adopted to control the inflationary process proved to be 
effective, especially having regard to the enormous pressure exerted by factors 
of foreign origin, combined with the almost invariable deficits of the 
Government budgets. 

Successful steps were taken by the Bank of Mexico to regulate bank 
credit, quantitatively and qualitatively, by means of adjustments in reserve 
requirements. ; 

The instruments used to deal with emergency situations in the past 
have shown their value In reducing to reasonable proportions the negative 
effects normally associated with such developments¿ , 

The Mexican monetary authorities took quick and timely action to 
protect the national economy from the shock produced by the outbreak of 
hostilities in Korea in June 1950. 

At the date of completion of the present report, it is still too early 
to estimate what effect recent regulations may have on the normalisation of 
trade or their repercussions in the monetary sector* 

III . PUBLIC FIBAWCE 
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The influence 
III. PUBLIC FINANCE . J1 " 

of public finance on the national income 

penditures of the Facte ra] 
with the national income 

In Mexico, as in oifcer Latin American countries, Government financial 
activity.has a preponderating .influence: on. econccic development and a most 
important influence: on the general-situation. The lack of statistics does not • ' 
permit an accurate quantitativevaluation qZ the aggregate share of the govern-
ment sector (Federal Government, state governments, municipalities and official 
decentralized organizationsthe natibnal income, "but comparison of the ex-

. Government, States, Federal MátriWaiftL Municipalities 
shows that between 19̂ 6 and 19^9 they alone represented 

from 11 to 13 per cent (Table 1). The figure would be Mgfiér if a consolidated 
account including the decentra^zed agencies was aval Lab lé>;éíltlióugh the compar-
ison should be made^not with the natio^a 1- income but with the grüüQ national 
product,, figures for which are not yet-available» 

5Che influence of public expenditure on national income is possibly 
more important, however, on national capital formation than on consumption," 
According to,, recent estii^tes, .the-Federal Government and the Governments of 
the Federal District,' States, .territories/and Municipalities allocated between 
31 per cent and 38 per cent of their expenditures in 1946-19^9 ̂ 0 gross capital • 

the-i^vernmentgpthemselves directly, or, indirectly, 
— r* '.'f- ; ' 
investments and Contributions to the capital expend!-
private bodies-* ̂  (Table 1.) According to available 

estimates this gross investment of public -ftinds during the period represented 
from C9 per cent to 36 per cent of the country's total gross capital formation.,̂  
which indicates the degree to which the coun,try,fs economic development, .depends- r -
on public investment, particularly in view of , the fact that a high proportion 
of the remainder (6k - 71 per cent) is accounted..for by residential construction. 

Apart from the influence of public spending in itself., the. marted 
fluctuations in the financial position of the Mexican Government, in recent years 
have affected the general monetary situation in various ways. :1> ;T#aile in 19̂ 6 > . 
Federal Government operations showed a considerable surplus, .there were heavy 
deficits in 19̂ 7 and 19^8; other factors which had increased the nominal n&tion-
al income, contributed to bring about the marked disequilibrii^,in the balance 

formation carried out by 
through various credits, 
ture of other public and 

r.v.-a:':.:-** ' 
/TABLE I - Mexico" 
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TABIE 1 Mexico 
PUBUC EXITOITUHE AND M T K ^ INCOME 

• • • • ' ^ : • • 

19^6 M l 12U8 1949 
TOTAL NET EXPENDITURE (m milllbns of pesos) 
OF THE GOVERNMENT SECTOR 2.192.6 2,6^2.8 3.049.7 3 .478.4 21 
Federal Government a/ 1,652.9 2,084.6 2,357.5 2,700.0 2/ 
Federal District 17^.2 129.6 a. f 201.2 248.3 
States and Territories 283.5 329A 377.9 4oo.o 2/ 
Municipalities 82.0 99.2 113.1 130.1 
EXPENDITURE ON PUBLIC 
WORK? AND DEVELOIMENT 1.010.1 <?86.8 1,143.5 2/ 
Federal Government 692.0 903.5 850.3 1,000.0 jj. 
Federal District b/ 26.1 12.4 30.2 37.0 
States and Territories V 75.3 89.2 100.6 100.0 
Muni c ipalities b/ M 5.0 -5 .7 '6.5 

3. NATIONAL INCOME (in thousands of millions of pesos) 
0 / I9.2 , 20.9 22,8 25.6 

k. GROSS INVESTMENT 

V3 
. 2.7 

11.4 
t 2*8 ^ 3'3 (peroent) 

12.6 13.4 
n.d 

13.6 
2 / 1 ;36.4 38.2 32.4 32.9 
2 / 4 29.5 36.O 29.9 -

Notes: 
Source: Directorate of Financial Studies, .Secretariat of Finance and Public 

Credit. The figures are taloen from a new statistical analysic 
carried out by this Department and are not •omparable with others 
published hitherto. • 

jjJ Preliminary figures 
a/ Excluding amortization of debt;other data under these heads include it. 
b/ Provisional estimates , 
c/ Data from Bank of Mexico, Department of Eoonomlo Studies 
d/ Data from the Nacional Financiera, Department of Financial Studies : 

/ef payments 
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of payments in those years, which resulted in the devaluation of. the peso. On 
the other hand, the stabilisation of the peso in l$h9, was greatly assisted 
by the "budget surplus achieved in that year, and maintained during 1950. In 
turn, the improvement i .i the balance of payments in 19^9 and the gradual 
recovery of industrial and c o m m e r c i a l , actinty after devaluation had a marked 
influence on the impr¿rement of public finances. In short, beginning in 19̂ 9 
the financial, ©perati* ns of the Federal Government ceased- to p^ment the 
deficit in'the balanct of payments, and from the ond of 19̂ 9, had a neutralising 
effect on the creatior. of income, which greatly facilitated currency 
regulation and credit orations as a result of v'lich the general situation 
was stabilised on soun lines. 
Financial position cf h 3tate 

Luring the years 19^6-19^9 there was a üteady rise in public 
expenditure as a res ilt of the public works and de velopment programmes of the 
Federal Government aid other public bodies, and o* the normal growth of 
administrative services. r.?he increase in the ord. nary revenue of the State 

: was less flexible an-1 was al 'fected from 19tó to 19^3 by readjustment in 
numerous internal ao ;ivitiee, the decline in foreigt trade and the uncertainty 
brought about by the exchange crisis which was then /.mrainent. As can be seen 
from Table 2, in 19̂ 6 there wis ^ budget surplus of $.1*5.0 million, although it 
w48 partly due to exti aórdinai'y r3venue during that ye» r. In 19^7 and 19^8 
there were considerable deficit -- $190.8^nd $278.3 nu. llions respectively — 
and only in 19^9 was i poasibl-é .to increase tax revenue V meana of major 
reforms, which resulted in a sui*plus provisionally estimated at $133-5 million. 
At the same time the execution o«f the budget was better defined and controlled. 
In 1950 it is estimate. I that the ye will be another surplus oĵ  $200. or more 
millions. ' 

The Gov̂ rnmejit'e real -Influence as a purchaser of goo« ̂  and services 
has not been dimj .lisheil by the r iBe in prices during the period til der review, 
or by the effect of devaluation up to and including 19̂ 9- In ter is of 
constant purerasirg power, the total public expenditure of the Goveri. ®ent sector 
(including fcjtt t , Munic :ipal and Federal District organs) increased fró. t 100 in 
t 

- TABLE .2 - Mexico-
& tMB apper Alx, the sutttbol $ ham "been used to indicate Mexican pesos; United , 
J. list- <s dolls re are Indiana, by i he symbol US 
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TABLE 2 - Mexico 

Federal Government Budget Results 

(inmillions of pesos) 1 < 
lS-̂ 7 19^8 19^9 . 1950 e/ 

i. MP EXEENL'TTURES : - . ; • • / 
EFFECTED,A/ . . 1,653.9 2,p8V.6 2,357.5 2,700.0J/ — 
Less: payment pending 57^8r ^1*8.9 47.6 ,33.5 

2. NET PAID EXPENDITUKESa/ _ 1,595-1 2,035*.7 2,309.9 2,666.5^/ 3,100.Oe/ 

3. NET REVENUE 1,740.1 1,844.9 2,031.6 2,800.0^/ 3,300.Oe/ 

DEFICIT OR SURPLUS 
IN CASH (3-2) + 145.0 - 190.8 - 278.3 133.5$/+ 200.Oe/ 

Source: Directorate of Financial Studies, Secietariat of Finance and Public 
Credit. The figures are taken from a new statistical analysis and 1 • 

are not comparable with other data published hitherto, 

a/ Excludes debt amortisation 
mm/ • • , 2/ Preliminary figures A • f e/ Provisional/estimates 

i 

/1945 
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1945 to 122.1 in 19^9 (Table 3).. .Federal Government expenditure roae from t 
100 in 191*5 to 128.3 -in 19^and d33^in:-1950v^ 
development expenditure which, as-noted;, earlier,-Laccount for more than 3° per 
cent of total expenditure ̂have^alao expanded; i.e. tihe Government has increased 
i/uü. purchases of good̂ in real term's (2k.k per cent1-tore in 1949. than in 19̂ 5)-. 
In order to continue to"maintain the real rate of expenditure on construction 
and development, the Government would have annually to increase expenditures of 
this kind by a percentage not less than the increase in prices. 

The effects of devaluation and' of the increase in" isbre public debt can 
be seen in the,.item covering interest on the Federal Governtóéht public dóbt, 
which rose from $51.8 million in 19̂ 6 to $85.8 million in ,19̂ 8 and to $87.2 , 
million in 19̂ 9. Even so, this is less than h per cent of' total expenditure 
and consequently represents a small burden for the budget. 

The total internal public debt rose substantially in 19^7 and 19̂ 8, as 
a result of the budget-deficits and the.specific objective,Of financing . 
development projects. Bonds were issued for $1*38.8 millions in 19^7 and. 
$1*10.0 millions in is4é/ At the same time previous issues of '$86.7 and $9̂ .0 
millions respectively were redeemed, leaving net increases of $352-1 and 
$316 millions. A part of the new issue in 19^8 consisted of Industrial 
Development Bonds to the. value of. $75,000,.000 --which had ii¿;̂ dirê ¿t monetary 
effect5 but which served to increase the capital of National Financiera S.A. • 

Because of $hé changed' budgetary 'position1 in 19̂ 9, the .only bond -
issues made were to replace bonds redeemed, that year, and &n fact .the redemptions 
were greater than the.issue. An issue of $151. millions was 'authorised for 
1950; it was used to c¿mpensat§ redempticftfe, vitlr'e' slight increase of the 
debt by $5.6 millions. According to data supplied by the Banco de Mexico S.A., 
tns floating internal debt was also considerably reduced in 1949 and 1950, ih 
contrast with I9U7 and 19̂ 8. .-The net redemption ,-pf the internal, funded.. áncL* 

• . . . _ . ^ . . . 

floating debt amounted to $59.6 millions in 19b9 and $1^0.8 in 1950. 

/TABLE 3 - WXICO 
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TABLE 3 - Mexico 
Public Revenue Bscpenditure expressed in constant purchasing power 

(Indices: 19̂ 5 * 100) 

index of wholesale ^ ¿2ÜZ ^í* Í2ít2 1 M 
prices llU.5 121.3 130.1 1̂ 2.5 .157-7 
Nominal figures 
Total expenditures of 
the Government sector 109.7 132.2 152.6 17̂ .1 - -
Expenditures of the Federal Government 112.0 lUl.2 159.7 ' 182.9 210v0 
Total expenditure of -
the Government sector 
in public works and 
development 123-7 156.6 153.0 177.3 - -
Total revenue of 
the Government sector 130,9 -.-11*1.3 157.8 207,2 - -
Revenue of the Federal Government 137.0 IU5.2 159.9 220.k. 259.8 

Deflated figures 
Total expenditures of 
the Government sector 95.8 100.0 117.3 122.1 - -
Expenditures of the Federal Government 97.8 ll6.k 122.8 128.3 133-7 
Total expenditure of 
the Government sector 
in public works and 
development 108.0 129.1 117̂ 6 IZk.k - -
Total revenue of 
the Government sector Ilk.3 116.5 121.3 1̂ 5.k - -
Revenue of the Federal Government 119.6 119-7 122.9 15^7 16̂ .7 

Source: Indices of wholesale prices of 210 articles (Bank of Mexico), 
The 19̂ 9 figures are preliminary; the 1950 figures are based 
on estimates. 

/The Mexican 
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The Mexican Government's direct- external debt obligations have been 
met regularly in recent years in̂ ccogdaijce. wjth_ the;. 19f*2 agreement, which 
fixed the principal at a total of $230.6 millions. 'The "19U8 devaluation 
increased its value in pesos to $320.1 millions, and in 19̂ 9, with the inclusion 
of the railway debt guaranteed by the State.and subject to payment in 
accordance with the; 19tó agreement, the total external debt̂ jras $809.3 millions. 
Prior to 19U8 only payments of interest had been effected,-but in that,year and 
' in _19̂ 9 amorti8ation payments of $5.0 and$7-1;-millions respectively were made. 
V-:. 'Through1 the Kacíohal Financiera, the Government has received long 
and;pBdium term external credits from the Export-Import Bank;-the International 
Bank-for Reconstruction and Development and other foreign agencies. The net 
increase of these4;1 debts (sums received less amortisation) was US $3Í.2 million \ 

• * 

' in 19̂ 6, US $15.5 million in 19̂ 7, US $8.9 million in 19kQ, US $17-3 million 
/ . in 19U9 and..5;:jailli'on\ill. 1950< :In addition, a new line of credit of > ... -150 million dollars was obtained In 1950. . Most of these, credits do not pass 

through the FederalsBudget, are granted to decentralised agencies or 
private organisations through the Nacional Financiera. They are however • 
contingént obligations of the goveramént. 

In 19k9 a special operation was carried out which had no monetary 
effects but which substantially modified the total of the internal deb't. The 
Government tb'olr over 'the unpaid balances maintained in the Bank of Mexico ááT ó'" 
• result of rediscouht'ing in previous years by official agricultural credit 
institutions. ' The Government gave the Éank of Mexico for'tho DovolopmotftTof 
Agricultural Production Boiids to^^ount of $536. millions, and increased by an 
equivalent amount the capital of the bank3 ̂concerned. . . There.-.were other . " 
non-monetary debt issues amounting to $97.9 millions. 
Revenue and taxation policy 

The net revenue of the Federal Government, state and municipal organs, 
and the Federal District increased from $2,267.7 to $3,590.2 millions between 
19̂ 6 and 19̂ 9; this? represents from 11.7 per cent to ll*.b per cent of the 
national income and the State's tax capacity is therefore still low (Table 4). 

, According to the price indices, its real value varied from 100 in 19̂ 5 io IkJ.k 
in ±9k9 (Table 3). 

Taking into account only Federal Government revenue, tJie 
real increase was from 100 in 19̂ 5 to 15̂ .7 in 19̂ 9 and l6k.f in 1950, from^hich 
it can be deduced that there is an increasing tendency for the Mexican fiscal\ 
system to share in rises in prices and the national income. This can be \ ' 

V regarded as one of the reasons for the budget surpluses in 19̂ 6 and 1950. 
s • • . • 
1_ /TABLE k - Mexico 
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TABLE 4 - Mexico 
Public Revenue end National Income 

1. 
12*6 1947 1248 1242 

TOTAL NET REVENDE (In millions of pesos) 
OF THE GOVERNMENT 
SECTOR 2,267.7 2,447.5 2,733-6 3,590.2 
Federal Government 1,740.1 1,844.9 2,031.6 2,800.0 
Federal District 174.1 179.9 226.8 257.5 
States and Territories 267.8 323.4 360A 400.0 
Municipalities 85.4 99.3 114.8 132.7 

2. NATIONAL INCOME 

3. 1/2 

(ih thousands of millions of pesos) ° 
19.2 20,9 22.8 25.6 

(per cent) 
11.8 11.7 12.0 14.0 

Source: Directorate of Financial Studies, Secretariat of Finance and 
Public Credit. These figures are taken from a nev statistical 

analysis and are not comparable with other data published hitherto. 

g/ Preliminary figures a/ Daia of the Bank of México, Department of Economic Studies 

/The Federal 
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The Federal Governmsnt'e main sources of taxation have been income 
taxes, taxes on foreign trade, on metal mining production and other natural 
r e s o u o n commercial sales, and on industry :ahd transport. The shares 
contributed by these different, sources to total revenue have varied as shown-, in 
Table 4. Income tax yielded 7 per cent of the net revenue in 1939 and over 20 
per cent in 1946 to 1950." Taxes on foreign trade declined in importance, as did 
taxes- ô ,,industry end transport; taxes derived from commercial sales on the 
other hand accounted for tf, higher proportion of total fiscal resources. 

Federal revenue could also be classed under the heads of direct and 
indirect taxation, and other sources of revenue. The same trend to increased 
reliance on taxes on the coTOunity\s iijcome rather than on taxes on expenditure 
is shown. (Table 6):>, 

. The improvement i^ of the budget in 1949 and 195° is 
largely to be attributed, to %ax refottis/ and. to improved tax administration, 
as well as to a better understanding between the state and the taxpayer. 

The main tax reforas effected during the period 1946-1950 were, as 
follows: 
a') Commercial income The ÍEhírcfc Saiicfaál; Flstal Convention was convened in 
1947 to improve the co-ordinátión of': the federal and local tax systems vith the 
object of increasing the fiscal resources of the Federation and of the States. 
One of the recommendations was that the Federation should replace the 
traditional system of stamp taxes and sales taxes by a general sales tax to 
be known as the tax on commercial income and that the States should discontinue 
local taxes on trade (generally on fiX9d bases), and enter into an agreement with 
the Federation accepting the Federal tax on commercial income, of which they would 
receive a share. The recommendations were put into effect in 1948, with a 
tax on gross sales .pf. 1.8 per cent for the Federation and 1.5 par cent for the 
units of the Federation (later reduced to 1.2 per cent). Sales of essential 
articles were exempt from the tax,, as were first-hand sales and various activities 
subject to other special taxes. At the same time a mechanised system of tax 
collection, which was simpler for the taxpayer, was established; The Federal 
District and three States had accepted co-ordination by the end of 1950, with the 
consequent improvement of revenue, and one state set up the same system 
independently With the same results. The yield of the tax on commercial income 
to the Federation was $180.1 million in 1948, $247.9 in 1949 and an estimated, 
$316.0 million in 1950 (compared with equivalent taxes of $173.0 millions in 
1947). The yield is now approximately 1 per cent of the national income. 

/TAPIE 5 
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TABLE 5 - Mexico 

Principal Sources of Income of the Federal Government 

malnet • Ü22. ' ^ ¿22 
revenue 57U.6 1.740.1 1.844.9 . 2,031.6- 2,800,0 p/ 3,300.0 e/ 
Income , 
taxes 41.4 371.^ 479.3 ^51.2 586.0 755.0 
Taxes cix foreign trade 186.9 320.4 356.2 421.5 803.8 874.0 

: Taxes on mining 
and other natural 
resources 42.0 88.7 137.9 162.8 151.0 320.0 
Sales taxes 49-5 284.2 295.0 201.1 292.5) 
Taxes on industry . • \ 
and transport 125-3 200.9 146.3 151-3 256.7) 
Other revenue 127-5 ^ . 5 ^30.2 563.7 710.0) 1,351.0 

(Percentages) 
Total net 
incQTDe 100.0 100,0 100,0 300.0 100.0 100,0 
Income 
t a x e s 7.2 21.3 Co, 0 22.2 20.9 22.9 
Taxes on foreign /'••*. 
trade 32.9 18.4 19.3 20.7 ¿o., 26,5 
Taxes on mining 
and other natural 
resources 7-3 5.1 7.5 8.0 5.4 9-7 
Sales taxes .8.6 16.3 16.0 13.8 10,4) 
Taxes on industry ^ 
and transport 21.8 11.6 7.9 9-2) 
Other revenue 22.2 27.3 23.3 27.9 25.4) 40.9 

Source; Directorate of Financial Studies, Secretariat of Fin^— nd 
Public Credit. The'figures are taken from a new egotistical 
analysis and are not comparable with oth^ r—1-"* hed hitherto, 

jg/ Preliminary figures 
c/ Estimated figures 

/T^ts 6 
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TABLE 6 - Mexico 
Direct and Indirect Taxes,, of the Federal Government 

1939 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

(in millions of pesos) 
T 01 a 1 tie t * 
revenue 574.6 1,740.1 1,844.9 2,031.6 2 , 8 0 0 . 0 2 / 3,300.0 e/ 
Direct taxes 49*. 9 37^-2 492.5 469.9 . 765.0 
Indirect taxes 413.1 916.6 968.6 1,072.2 2,002.0 
Other revenue 111.6 449-3 383-8 489.5 533-0 

(Percentages) 
' 1 

Total net 
revenue 100,0 100.0 100,0 .100,0 100,0 100.0 
Direct taxes n.7 21.5 26.7 23/1 , 23.2 
Indirect taxes 71.9 52.7 52.5 52.8 60.7 

. . Other revenue 19.4 25.8 20.8 24.1 l6'.l; 

Source: Directorate of Financial Studies, Secretariat of Finance and • 
Public Credit. The figures are' taken from a new statistical 
analysis and are not comparable with other data published hitherto. 

2/ Preliminary figures 
e/ Estimated figures 

i 
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b) Surtax of 15 per cent ad valorem on exporta Aa a result of the devaluation 
of the peso in 1948, the Federal Government, following the precedent of the 
12 per cent tax on appraised value, established after the 1938 devaluation, 
established an additional 15 per cent tax on exports, intended to absorb 
50 per ceat of the exchange profit between the previous exchange rate of 
4.85 to the dollar and the rate of approximately 6.90 to the dollar prevailing 
in the free market during the early months of devaluation. The tax is based 
on the official export values published regularly in the official gazette, 
partial exemption being granted in cases where costs are shown to have risen. 
Later, when the rate fell again and was officially stabilised at 8,65 to the 
dollar, the tax absorbed only 34.1 per cent of the exchange profit. This tax, 
besides helping to insulate internal from external prices during the period of 
adjustment to devaluation, and in fact delaying the adjustment, has provided a 
very important source of revenue which, perhaps more than any other, made it 
possible to balance the 1949 and 1950 budgets and to meet the increased 
expenditures resulting from the fall of the peso. The yield of the 15 per 
cent ad valorem surtax in 1949, the first complete year in which it was applied, 
was $367.5 million and in 1?50 $390.0 millions, i.e. 13.6 and 11.8 per cent 
respectively of the total ordinary revenue of the Federation. 

One special feature of the tax is worth noting. It has to sou» 
extent taken the place of a tax on income, since an income tax would also 

( 

theoretically have absorbed the sudden profits occasioned by devaluation . 
although it would have acted more Blowly than the surtax, and its coverage 
would have been less since it would have been limited to purely internal 
activities. 
c) Excess Profits Tax In 1949, the income tax was revised in order to 
introduce a counterpart of the 15 per cent surcharge on exports -- which had no 
direct incidence on profits derived from internal industrial, commercial and 
agricultural operations -- in the form of a tax on excess profits which were 
deemed to be profits in excess of 15 per cent of the taxpayer's working 
capital. The tax was levied on a sliding scale ranging from 13 per cent on 
profits over 15 per cent but under 20 per cent of working capital to 25 per cent 
on profits exceeding 50 per cent of working capital. Besides encouraging 

/companies 

7. 
' / . 
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companies to re-invest profits the tax has^developed into an important source 
of revenue for the Treasury, In 1949, the first year it was in force, it 
yielded 7 oiHi<me (as against $695. millions from ordinary income taxes.) 
d) Other taxes During the period 1946-1950 no changes were made in the rates 
or methods of collection of the other taxes of sufficient importance to have 
any appreciable effect on total federal revenue. In 1949, ñ n e w *ax V a s 

introduced of 10 per cent on the .first-hand sales of cars assembled in Mexico, 
and of 4 per cent on first-hand Sales of freight vehicles assembled in Mexico; 
the tax yielded $14,7 millions in 1949 and $20.0 millions in 1950, as a result 
of the increased output of the assembly plants and the rise in the prices of 
vehicles. In 1950 postal rates were raised in order to eliminate the- loss 
which was being incurred by the postal service. Mention should also be made 
of a gradual improvement in the methods of toi collection* 

Conclusion 
During thé last four years, the Mexican Treasury has undoubtedly 

strengthened its position as an instrument for directing a part of the national \ 
income into government works. It may nevertheless be true to say that it has 
not achieved sufficient taxable capacity to meet the heavy cost of development 
and public works required for the economic development of the country, while at 
the same time maintaining and improving the salary levels of public employees, 
and expanding administrative services. The balanced budgets of 1949 and 1950 
achieved partly by tax reforms and partly by more strictly controlled execution ' 
of the budget were perhaps the chief internal factor in ending the balance of 
payments disequilibrium of former years, and preventing the development of new , 
inflationary pressures as a result of the devaluation of the peso. Nevertheless, 
Mexico's tax system is not yet sufficiently flexible to be used as an 
instrument of general economic policy or to absorb rapidly any inflationary 
price increases which might occur. The decided improvement in public 
finances in the last two years seems, however, to indicate a sound trend which 
will make it possible to co-ordinate the requirements of economic development and 
fiscal and budgetary policy. 




